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ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR GROUND VEHICLES
SUMMARY
The vehicle control systems or automotive control is a very important application area
of the advanced control systems theory. Along with the advances in the electronics,
the control systems have been used in ground vehicles increasingly. They have been
played vital role in vehicles by improving safety, reducing pollutant emissions and
providing fuel economy. This thesis focuses the important problems of the ground
vehicle control systems within the scope of the robust control methodology, especially
based on the parameter space and the disturbance observer approaches. Four different
problems are investigated in the thesis: robust DC motor speed control for fully electric
vehicles, time delay compensation for the vehicle yaw stability control systems, robust
automatic steering control for highly automated driving and the lateral stability control
for fully electric vehicles.
Firstly, the robust DC motor speed control problem for fully electric vehicles is
investigated. The parameter space approach based robust PI controller design is
performed considering the uncertain motor parameters. In the robust PI controller
design step, the multi-objective design requirements are taken into account such
as Hurwitz stability, D-stability, phase margin bounds and the frequency domain
specifications. An add-on disturbance observer is employed to improve the tracking
and the disturbance rejection properties of the proposed robust PI control system.
The parameter space approach based robust PI controller and the add-on disturbance
observer is tested by the help of simulations and experiments. The robust PI plus
disturbance observer control system shows better performances for all the simulations
and experiments.
Secondly, the time delay problems in automotive control applications are discussed.
The communication disturbance observer approach for the time delay compensation
is introduced. A novel robust stability condition is developed for the cases of the
constant and the time varying delay. This robust condition is used in the design of
the communication disturbance observer for the forth order time delayed plant with
free integrator, which is a special case of unstable time delayed plants. The method
is also applied to the vehicle yaw stability problem over CAN bus which suffers from
the destabilizing effect of the time delay. It is seen that the time varying delay causes
instability in the case of only PI control but in the case of the add-on communication
disturbance observer, the vehicle becomes stable and also the yaw rate of the vehicle
follows the desired yaw rate successfully.
Thirdly, the robust automatic steering control for highly automated driving is studied.
The parameter space approach based robust PID steering control system is designed
considering the uncertainties in the vehicle mass, the vehicle velocity and the tire-road
friction coefficient. The designed robust controller is tested with the different paths and
xxiii
the road conditions using the experimentally validated nonlinear vehicle model. Also,
the design of digital map and GPS measurements based robust steering controller is
performed. The high resolution digital map is generated using the constrained least
square method. The lateral deviation and the yaw angle of the vehicle, which are
used to determine the feedback signal of the controller, are calculated using this offline
generated map and online vehicle’s position information. The proposed method is
tested successfully on an eight segments road with the validated vehicle model.
Lastly, the problem of lateral stability control for fully electric vehicles is discussed.
Two different control systems are proposed: integrated lateral stability control (ILSC)
and regenerative braking based lateral stability control (RB-LSC) systems. Also, a
benchmark PID based controller (Basic ESC) is used for the comparison of the control
systems. Two different tests (the sine-with-dwell and the fishhook) are performed to
analyze the proposed controllers. According to the results, the minimum errors of
yaw rate and side slip angle are obtained by the proposed ILSC system both for the
sine-with-dwell and the fishhook tests. In addition, the standard ESC regulation test
(FMVSS No. 126) is applied to the proposed control systems. The Basic ESC and
ILSC systems are passed the FMVSS No. 126 test. The RB-LSC systems are found as
cheaper alternative support systems in order to correct the yaw dynamics of vehicles
not equipped with ESC in a limited manner.
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YOL TAS¸ITLARI I˙ÇI˙N I˙LERI˙ KONTROL SI˙STEMLERI˙
ÖZET
Tas¸ıt kontrol sistemleri veya dig˘er bir deyis¸le otomotiv kontrolü, ileri kontrol
sistemlerinin en önemli uygulama alanlarından biridir. Elektronik teknolojisindeki
ilerlemelerle birlikte, tas¸ıtlarda kontrol sistemi kullanımı giderek yaygınlas¸mıs¸tır.
Tas¸ıt kontrol sistemleri, yolcu güvenlig˘inin artırılmasında, kirletici biles¸en salınımının
azaltılmasında ve tas¸ıtlarda yakıt ekonomisinin sag˘lanmasında oldukça önemli bir rol
oynamaktadır. Günümüzde tas¸ıtlara uygulanmıs¸ olan kontrol sistemleri; frenleme
esnasında tekerleklerin kilitlenmesini önleyen ABS, çekis¸ kontrolü sag˘layan TCS, tas¸ıt
yanal kararlılıg˘ının sag˘lanmasına yardımcı olan ESC, öndeki tas¸ıt ile otomatik olarak
hız kontrolünü sag˘layan ACC, özellikle ag˘ırlık merkezi yerden yüksek olan tas¸ıtlarda
kullanılan devrilme önleyici sistemler, s¸erit ihlali uyarıcı ve s¸erit takip sistemleri
LDW/LKA ve çarpıs¸ma uyarıcı ve önleyici sistemler CW/CA olarak sayılabilir.
Tas¸ıt kontrol sistemleri; güvenlig˘i artırmaya, kirletici seviyelerini istenen seviyelere
düs¸ürmeye ve tas¸ıtlarda yakıt ekonomisinin sag˘lanmasına yardımcı olmasının yanısıra
akıllı tas¸ıt ve ulas¸ım sistemlerinin de en temel biles¸enlerinden birisidir. Örneg˘in
ACC ve ESC sistemleri otonom tas¸ıt davranıs¸ının ilk örneklerindendir. Tas¸ıt
kontrol sistemlerinde elde edilen gelis¸meler direkt olarak otonom tas¸ıt çalıs¸malarını
etkilemektedir.
Bu tezde yol tas¸ıtı kontrol sistemleri için önemli olan problemler, dayanıklı kontrol
teorisi çerçevesinde ele alınarak çözüm getirilmeye çalıs¸ılmıs¸tır. Özellikle parametre
uzayı tabanlı dayanıklı kontrol ve bozucu gözleyici yaklas¸ımları tas¸ıt kontrol
problemlerinin çözümünde metot olarak kullanılmıs¸tır. Tez kapsamında aras¸tırılan
problemler s¸unlardır: tam elektrikli tas¸ıtlar için dayanıklı DC motor hız kontrolü, CAN
hattı üzerinden tas¸ıt savrulma dinamig˘i kontrolü için zaman gecikmesi telafisi, otonom
tas¸ıtlar için dayanıklı direksiyon kontrol sistemi tasarımı ve tam elektrikli tas¸ıtlar için
tas¸ıt yanal dinamig˘inin kontrolü.
I˙lk olarak, tam elektrikli araçlarda dayanıklı DC motor hız kontrolü problemi
ele alınmıs¸tır. Parametre uzayı yaklas¸ımı kullanılarak motor parametrelerindeki
belirsizlikler dikkate alınarak dayanıklı PI kontrolcü tasarımı gerçekles¸tirilmis¸tir. DC
motorda belirsizlik içeren parametreler, motor tork sabiti ve motorun toplam atalet
momenti olarak seçilmis¸tir. Dayanıklı PI kontrolcü tasarımında, Hurwitz kararlılıg˘ı,
D-kararlılıg˘ı, faz payı istekleri ve frekans domeni istekleri gibi çok amaçlı tasarım
ihtiyaçları dikkate alınmıs¸tır. Bu tasarım ihtiyaçları, parametre uzayında gösterilerek
dayanıklı PI kontrolcünün katsayıları istenen tasarım kriterlerini sag˘layacak s¸ekilde
seçilmis¸tir.
Dayanıklı PI kontrollü sistemin istenen giris¸i takip özellig˘ini artırmak ve bozuculara
kars¸ı hassasiyetini azaltmak için önerilen kontrol sistemine ek olarak bozucu gözleyici
kullanılmıs¸tır. Bozucu gözleyici tabanlı kontrol, kontrol sisteminin modelleme
xxv
hatalarına ve bozucu etkilere kars¸ı hassasiyetini azaltan ve sistemin istenen nominal
model davranıs¸ını göstermesini sag˘layan bir yöntemdir. Bu yöntem, mekatronik
sistemlerin kontrolü sahasında çes¸itli uygulama alanlarında kullanılmaktadır. Bozucu
gözleyici tabanlı tas¸ıt yanal dinamig˘i kontrolü, dayanıklı atomik kuvvet mikroskobu
kontrolü, imalat sistemleri kontrolü, elektrikli bisiklet kontrolü ve sabit disk servo
sistem kontrolü bu uygulamalardan birkaçıdır.
Bu tezde bozucu gözleyici tasarımı DC motor hız kontrolünde sistem cevabını
iyiles¸tirmek ve bozucu etkisinin sistem cevabına olan negatif etkisinin azaltılmak için,
dayanıklı kararlılık kos¸ulu gözönüne alınarak gerçekles¸tirilmis¸tir. Dayanıklı bozucu
gözleyici tasarımında, PI kontrolcü tasarımında dikkate alınmayan modellenmemis¸
dinamik ve zaman gecikmesi de hesaba katılmıs¸tır. Parametre uzayı tabanlı dayanıklı
PI kontrolcü ve ek bozucu gözleyici, simülasyonlar ve deneyler yardımıyla test
edilmis¸tir. Üç farklı deney, DC motor seti kullanılarak gerçekles¸tirilmis¸tir. Bu testler;
istenen giris¸i takip testi, basamak bozucu etkisi testi ve rampa bozucu etkisi testidir.
Dayanıklı PI ve ek bozucu gözleyici kontrol sistemi, tüm simülasyon ve deneylerde
daha iyi performans göstermis¸tir.
I˙kinci olarak, otomotiv kontrol uygulamalarındaki zaman gecikmesi problemi
incelenmis¸tir. Zaman gecikmesi, sistem frekans cevabına negatif faz açısı ekleyerek
sistemin kararlılık özelliklerini kötüles¸tirmekte ve kimi durumlarda da sistemde
kararsızlıg˘a yol açmaktadır. Tez kapsamında, zaman gecikmesi telafisi için zaman
gecikmesi gözleyicisi önerilmis¸tir. Zaman gecikmesi gözleyicisi, gecikme telafisinde
sıklıkla kullanılan Smith tahmincisine göre, zaman gecikmesi modeli gerektirmemesi
ve zamanla deg˘is¸en gecikmelerde de is¸ görmesi bakımından oldukça avantajlıdır.
Zaman gecikmesi gözleyicisi yapı olarak bozucu gözleyiciye benzemekle birlikte, bu
gözleyici de kullanılan bozucu tanımlaması ve zaman gecikmesi telafisi kısmı bozucu
gözleyiciden farklıdır.
Tez kapsamında öncelikle zaman gecikmesi gözleyicisi ve network bozucu konsepti
anlatılmıs¸tır. Daha sonra zaman gecikmesi gözleyicisi,dördüncü dereceden serbest
integratörlü bir sistemde zaman gecikmesini telafi etmek için kullanılmıs¸tır. Zaman
gecikmeli serbest integratörlü sistemler, kararsız zaman gecikmeli sistemlerin özel
bir örneg˘i oldug˘u için bu tip bir sistem seçilmis¸tir. Deg˘is¸ken zaman gecikmeleri ile
simülasyonlar yapılarak, zaman gecikmesi gözleyecisinin çalıs¸ması incelenmis¸tir.
Tezde sabit ve zamanla deg˘is¸en gecikme durumlarında dayanıklı zaman gecikmesi
gözleyici tasarımı için, özgün bir dayanıklı kararlılık kos¸ulu gelis¸tirilmis¸tir. Bu
dayanıklı kararlılık kos¸ulu kullanılarak, örnek zaman gecikmeli serbest integratörlü
sistem için zaman gecikmesi gözleyici tasarlanmıs¸tır. Çes¸itli simülasyonlarla, önerilen
sistem test edilmis¸tir.
Uygulama alanı olarak, zaman gecikmesi pek çok otomotiv kontrol probleminde
görülmekte ve bu sistemlerde kararsızlıg˘a yol açabilmektedir. Bu tip sistemlere
örnek olarak; rölanti devri kontrol sistemleri, motor hava yakıt karıs¸ımı oranı
kontrol sistemleri, araç güç iletim sistemlerindeki sarsma önleyici kontrol sistemleri,
kooperatif adaptif seyir kontrol sistemleri ve CAN üzerinden gerçekles¸tirilen tüm
dag˘ıtılmıs¸ kontrol sistemleri sayılabilir. Tez kapsamında zaman gecikmesi gözleyicisi,
CAN hattı üzerinden tas¸ıt savrulma dinamig˘i kontrolünde zaman gecikmesinin
kararsızlıg˘a yol açan etkisinin giderilmesinde kullanılmıs¸tır. Zaman gecikmesi
gözleyicisi tasarımında, zamana bag˘lı deg˘is¸en gecikmeler için önerilen, dayanıklı
kararlılık kos¸ulundan yararlanılmıs¸tır. Yapılan çalıs¸mada, PI kontrollü tas¸ıt savrulma
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dinamig˘inin, zamanla deg˘is¸en gecikme altında kararsızlıg˘a gittig˘i görülmüs¸tür.
Sisteme eklenen zaman gecikmesi gözleyicisi sayesinde tas¸ıt kararlı hale getirilmis¸
ve tas¸ıtın istenen savrulma açısal hızını bas¸arıyla takip etmesi sag˘lanmıs¸tır.
Üçüncü olarak, otonom tas¸ıtlar için dayanıklı otomatik direksiyon kontrolü üzerinde
durulmus¸tur. Tas¸ıt kütlesi, tas¸ıt hızı ve tekerlek-yol sürtünme katsayısındaki
belirsizlikler dikkate alınarak parametre uzayı yaklas¸ımı ile dayanıklı PID direksiyon
kontrolcüsü tasarımı yapılmıs¸tır. Kontrolcü tasarımında tek izli tas¸ıt modeline
referans yolu takip etme dinamig˘i eklenerek olus¸turulmus¸ tas¸ıt yönlendirme modeli
kullanılmıs¸tır. Tasarlanan kontrolcüyü test edebilmek için, dog˘rulanmıs¸ nonlineer tas¸ıt
modeli kullanılmıs¸tır. Model dog˘rulama çalıs¸masının sonuçları verilerek model ile
gerçek tas¸ıt sonuçlarının uyumu gösterilmis¸tir. Daha sonra da tasarlanan dayanıklı PID
direksiyon kontrolcüsünün farklı yörüngelerde ve farklı yol kos¸ullarındaki performansı
yapılan simülasyon çalıs¸malarıyla irdelenmis¸tir.
Üstte belirtilen yaklas¸ımdan farklı olarak dijital yol haritası ve GPS ölçümlerine dayalı
dayanıklı direksiyon kontrol sistemi tasarımı da tez kapsamında gerçekles¸tirilmis¸tir.
Yüksek çözünürlüklü dijital harita kısıtlanmıs¸ en küçük kareler yöntemi kullanılarak
üretilmis¸tir. Tas¸ıt ag˘ırlık merkezinin istenen rotadan sapma miktarı ve tas¸ıt sapma açısı,
üretilen harita ve gerçek zamanlı tas¸ıt pozisyon bilgisi kullanılarak hesaplanmıs¸tır.
Dayanıklı PID direksiyon kontrol sisteminde, geri besleme olarak tas¸ıttan belli bir ön
mesafedeki rotadan sapma miktarı kullanılmaktadır. Bu geri besleme sinyali, harita
ve gerçek zamanlı tas¸ıt pozisyon bilgisinden yararlanılarak bulunan tas¸ıtın rotadan
sapma miktarı ve tas¸ıt sapma açısı kullanılarak hesaplanmaktadır. Önerilen metot,
sekiz bölmeli bir yolda dog˘rulanmıs¸ nonlineer tas¸ıt modeli kullanılarak bas¸arıyla test
edilmis¸tir.
Son olarak, tam elektrikli tas¸ıtlarda yanal kararlılık problemi konusu ele alınmıs¸tır.
Problemin çözümü için iki farklı kontrol sistemi önerilmis¸tir. Bunlar, bütünles¸ik yanak
kararlılık kontrol (ILSC) sistemi ve rejeneratif frenleme tabanlı yanal kararlılık kontrol
(RB-LSC) sistemidir.
ILSC sistemi, düzeltici savrulma momenti hesabı, fren torku dag˘ılım algoritması,
tekerlek kayma kontrolcüsü ve elektrik motoru torku azaltma algoritması gibi altsis-
temlerden olus¸mus¸tur. Kontrolcü tarafından hesaplanan düzeltici savrulma momenti,
tekil frenleme yoluyla tas¸ıta etkimektedir. Fren torku dag˘ılım algoritmasıyla hangi
tekerleg˘in frenleneceg˘i tespit edilmektedir. Frenleme gerçekles¸tirilirken tekerleklerin
kilitlenmesini önlemek için, tekerlek kayma kontrolcüsü kullanılmaktadır. Tekil
frenlemenin yeterli kalmadıg˘ı durumlarda ise elektrik motoru torku azaltılarak tas¸ıtın
yanal kararlılıg˘ı sag˘lanmaya çalıs¸ılmaktadır.
RB-LSC sistemi, ILSC’ye göre daha basit ve ucuz, daha az sensör, tahminci ve eyleyici
kullanımı gerektiren bir yöntemdir. Bu kontrol sisteminde, elektrik motoru torku
kontrol edilerek tas¸ıt yanal kararlılıg˘ı sag˘lanmaya çalıs¸ılmaktadır. RB-LSC sistemi
için iki farklı yaklas¸ım önerilmis¸tir. RB-LSC1’de elektrik motoru torku, tas¸ıt yana
kayma açısı ve tas¸ıt savrulma açısal hızı hata deg˘erlerine göre bang-bang kontrolcü
yardımıyla kontrol edilerek rejeneratif frenleme gerçekles¸tirilmektedir. RB-LSC2’de
ise elektrik motoru torku sadece tas¸ıt savrulma açısal hızı hata deg˘erine göre PD
kontrolcü yardımıyla ayarlanarak rejeneratif frenleme yapılmaktadır. Belirtilen bu
ikinci yöntem, tas¸ıt yana kayma açısı tahminine ihtiyaç duymamasından dolayı daha
avantajlıdır.
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Önerilen kontrol sistemlerin kars¸ılas¸tırılmasında kullanılmak üzere Temel ESC olarak
adlandırılan PID tabanlı bir kontrol sistemi de tez kapsamında kullanılmıs¸tır. Tüm
kontrol sistemleri, iki farklı test kullanılarak deg˘erlendirilmis¸tir. Bu testler beklemeli
sinüs testi ve kanca testidir. Yöntemleri sayısal olarak kars¸ılas¸tırmak için, tas¸ıt
yanal dinamig˘inin en önemli göstergeleri olan tas¸ıt savrulma açısal hızının ve tas¸ıt
yana kayma açısının hata deg˘erleri kullanılmıs¸tır. Elde edilen sonuçlara göre, hem
beklemeli sinüs testine, hem de kanca testine göre en küçük tas¸ıt savrulma açısal hızı
ve tas¸ıt yana kayma açısı hata deg˘erleri önerilen ILSC sistemi ile elde edilmis¸tir.
Ayrıca bahsedilen tüm yanal kararlılık kontrol sistemleri, standart ESC regülasyon
testi olan FMVSS No. 126 testine sokulmus¸tur. Temel ESC ve ILSC sistemleri bu
testi geçmis¸tir. RB-LSC sistemleri bu testi geçememesine rag˘men, ESC sistemine
sahip olmayan tas¸ıtlarda kısıtlı iyiles¸tirme sag˘layabilecek ucuz alternatif sürücü destek
sistemleri olarak önerilmis¸tir.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s ground vehicles are the most important example of the electronic control
system applications. During the last two decades, the advances in electronics result in
the using of the electronic control systems in ground vehicles commonly. Automotive
control and mechatronics become essential in ground vehicles for improving safety,
reducing pollutant emission levels and providing fuel economy [1].
In Europe, 160 billion Euros is lost in accidents, per year. This is equivalent to 2%
of the GNP of Europe. There are 41,000 deaths and a very large number of injuries
as a result of these road vehicle accidents, per year [2]. The vehicle control systems
are very important to prevent accidents and/or reduce the deaths and the fatal injuries
arisen from the accidents.
Some control systems are applied to passenger’s vehicles such as anti-lock braking
system (ABS), traction control systems (TCS), electronic stability control system
(ESC), adaptive cruise control (ACC), rollover avoidance system, lane departure
warning and lane keeping assistance systems (LDW/LKA) and collision warning and
collision avoidance systems (CW/CA). The design, improvement and adaptation of
new control systems continue at Universities’ research labs and automotive companies’
R&D centers. Moreover, the usage of the vehicle control systems is increasing rapidly.
For example, in 1995, the proportion of new cars equipped with ESC was only 5%
(in Germany); in 2004, the proportion was 36% in Europe, and much higher in some
European countries, e.g. 67% in Germany [3]. In Sweden the ESC equipped vehicle
usage has increased 15% to 69% from 2003 March to 2004 December [4].
The vehicle control systems are the essential parts of the intelligent vehicles
and intelligent transportation systems in conjunction with sensing and perception.
Autonomy in vehicles requires control of motion considering some objectives and
constraints. Today’s control systems in vehicles such as ACC and LKA are also initial
examples of autonomous behavior. The developments of the vehicle control systems
directly affect the advances in intelligent autonomous vehicles [5].
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Besides the importance of the control systems in intelligent vehicles and intelligent
transportation systems, another important issue is the control systems of electric
vehicles. There is growing interest in fully electric vehicles in the automotive
industry as it becomes increasingly more difficult to meet new and upcoming
emission regulations based on internal combustion engines. As a result, some
automotive producers are already introducing a variety of fully electric vehicles into
the commercial market while other automotive companies are building and evaluating
research prototypes. Fully electric vehicles do not have an internal combustion engine.
They are usually lighter vehicles with different dynamic characteristics than that
of their predecessors that are powered by internal combustion engines (ICEs). As
such, their electronic control systems have to be re-designed [6]. For example, the
regenerative braking capability of fully electric vehicles has to be taken into account
in designing braking controllers like ABS [7, 8].
In this thesis, the important problems of the ground vehicle control systems are
discussed and some solutions are developed within the scope of robust control
methodology. In general, the parameter space approach based robust control and
disturbance observer based control methodologies are applied to the problems. Robust
DC motor speed control in fully electric vehicles, time delay compensation in
automotive control systems, robust automatic steering control in autonomous vehicles
and lateral stability control in fully electric vehicles are studied as problems.
In Chapter 2, robust DC motor speed control for automotive applications is
investigated. Two parameters of the DC motor are determined as uncertain parameters.
The parameter space approach based robust controller design methodology similar
to given in [9, 10] is used here. The parameter space approach can be employed to
determine a set of coefficients for a given controller structure which simultaneously
stabilize a finite number of plants. In the design stage, multi-objective design
requirements such as Hurwitz stability, D-stability, gain and phase margin bounds and
frequency domain (mixed sensitivity) specifications can be considered. In Section 2.3,
the introduced parameter space approach based design methodology is applied to the
robust DC motor speed control.
In order to improve the system response of the robustly controlled system, add-on
disturbance observer is proposed in Section 2.4. The disturbance observer design
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methodology considering robust stability is given. The tracking performance and
disturbance rejection capability of the overall system with add-on disturbance observer
is investigated in Section 2.5. To show the effectiveness of the proposed control system,
experiments are conducted and results are reported in Section 2.6.
The main focus of Chapter 3 is to develop disturbance observer based time delay
compensation technique that can be used in automotive control problems which suffer
from the negative effects of the time delay. Communication disturbance observer
approach, which is firstly introduced in [11] to compensate the time delay inherent
in bilateral teleoperation systems, is used in this thesis to compensate the destabilizing
effect of the time delay on the system. The structure of the communication disturbance
observer is similar to the disturbance observer except the disturbance definition and
time delay compensation part.
After introducing the concept of the communication disturbance observer in Section
3.2, it is applied a fourth order time delayed plant with a free integrator in Section
3.3. Since integral plants with time delay are a special case of the unstable time
delayed systems, this type plant is selected an application example. A novel robust
stability condition is proposed for the cases of constant and time varying delays in
Sections 3.4 and 3.5. This robust stability condition is used in the design stage of the
communication disturbance observer.
Time delay occurs and causes stability problems in many automotive control systems
such as idle speed control, air-to-fuel ratio control, anti-jerk control, cooperative
adaptive cruise control and other Controller Area Network (CAN) based distrusted
control systems in vehicle. In Section 3.6, vehicle yaw stability control considering
CAN bus communication is discussed. The proposed communication disturbance
observer approach is employed to compensate the effect of the time delay in yaw
stability control over CAN bus.
In recent years, many research efforts have concentrated on intelligent vehicle
systems and highly automated driving technologies. The main focus of Chapter
4 is robust automatic steering control in highly automated vehicles. In Section
4.2, vehicle steering model and experimentally validated nonlinear vehicle model is
introduced. The parameter space approach based robust PID steering controller design
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is performed in Section 4.3 considering the uncertainties in the vehicle mass, the
vehicle velocity and the tire-road friction coefficient. In Section 4.4, the designed
robust controller is tested with different desired paths and road conditions.
In Section 4.5, digital map and GPS measurements based robust PID steering control
system is presented. Different from the approach is given in Section 4.3.2., the
lateral deviation and the yaw angle error of the vehicle are calculated using the offline
generated digital map and online the vehicle’s position information here. In Section
4.5.1, high precision digital map generation is introduced based on constrained least
square method similar to given in [12]. The details of the lateral deviation and the yaw
angle error calculations are given in Section 4.5.2. The proposed method is tested with
a specific eight segments map in the final section of Chapter 4.
Hybrid electric and fully electric vehicles are becoming more popular as fossil fuel
resources are declining and environmental issues are becoming more demanding. As a
result, the studies on electric vehicles have increasingly continued both at academy and
industry. In recent years, lateral stability control systems have become mandatory in
most countries for new vehicles. They have to be adapted to fully electric vehicles. For
this reason, the problem of vehicle lateral stability control for fully electric vehicles is
investigated in Chapter 5.
Two different lateral stability control system is proposed for a front wheel driven
single motor electric vehicle in this thesis. One of them is a novel integrated lateral
stability control (ILSC) system and the second one is a regenerative braking based
lateral stability control system (RB-LSC).
In Section 5.2, the proposed ILSC system is introduced. The proposed ILSC
system consists of some parts such as corrective yaw moment calculation, braking
torque distribution algorithm, wheel slip control and electric motor torque reduction
algorithm. The corrective yaw moment calculation is performed based on a scheduled
LQR controller. The corrective yaw moment actuation is applied through individual
wheel braking. The braking torque distribution algorithm and wheel slip controls are
also used at the lower control level. The wheel slip controller is a bang-bang controller
where the desired slip ratios are determined based on a scheduled LQR controller.
In addition to the individual braking intervention, electric motor torque reduction is
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applied when the individual braking is not enough to provide lateral stability of the
vehicle.
In Section 5.3, the proposed second method - RB-LSC - is introduced. RB-LSC
method is a simpler method than the ILSC system. In this method, electric motor
torque is regulated to stabilize vehicle behavior according to the vehicle side slip error
and/or the vehicle yaw rate error. Two different RB-LSC structures are proposed. Also,
a benchmark PID based controller called Basic ESC is employed for the performance
comparison of the proposed controllers. In Section 5.4, the designed controllers are
tested with several simulation studies. They are compared with each other according
to the sensor, estimator, and actuator usage. Also, a comparison is performed in
accordance with the calculated error values in tests. In Section 5.4.3, the standard
ESC regulation test - NHTSA FMVSS No. 126 - is carried out for all control systems
and results are reported.
Finally, Chapter 6 provides the conclusions and the recommendations. This is followed
by the potential future extensions on the work presented here.
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2. PARAMETER SPACE APPROACH BASED ROBUST PI DC MOTOR
SPEED CONTROL AND PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS USING
DISTURBANCE OBSERVER
2.1 Introduction
Direct current (DC) motors are essential parts of mechatronic and control systems. The
use of DC motors in scientific research and industrial applications is very prevalent for
their accurate and simple control characteristics. DC motors have been widely used in
robotic applications, positioning systems, electric vehicles, flatbed scanners [13–15]
and all sorts of rotational actuation processes.
DC motors are also employed in automotive control applications. One of the important
application areas is the speed control of the DC motor in electric vehicles. Due to
the simplicity of the DC motor controlling and the fact that the power supply from
the battery is DC power, DC motors are typically selected for the traction of electric
vehicles [16].
There have been many contributions in the literature for dc motor control ranging from
conventional PID control to advanced control methodologies such as sliding mode
control, robust H∞ control, LMI based robust control, adaptive control, intelligent
control such as fuzzy logic, neural network and fractional order controllers.
In [17], sliding mode controller, integral sliding mode controller and dynamic sliding
mode controller designs are represented for the DC motor speed control and the
controllers are compared each other using simulation results with respect to their
robustness against matched uncertainties and chattering reduction. Chattering is
reduced with integral and especially dynamic sliding mode techniques. In [18], sliding
mode control approach is applied to separately excited DC motor and the results are
compared with the conventional PI controller using simulations. In [16], a sliding
mode controller requiring only output feedback is proposed and verification with three
different experiments on a DC motor speed control system is performed. A pre-
and post-filtering approach to output feedback variable structure speed control of a
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permanent magnet dc motor is proposed and tested by simulations and experiments
in [19]. In [20], a DC motor speed controller is proposed gathering the features of
sliding mode control, fuzzy inference system, neural network and genetic algorithms
in order to avoid the chattering disadvantage of sliding mode control. The designed
controllers are implemented on a FPGA. The fluctuations in the conventional sliding
mode controller results are reduced with sliding mode controller with adaptive neural
fuzzy interference system and after the optimizing the fuzzy inference system with
genetic algorithms the best final results are obtained. A robust H∞ optimal speed
control scheme for a DC motor with parameter variations using a linear matrix
inequality approach is introduced and tested by simulations in [21]. In [22], a mixed
H2/H∞ robust controller design for dc motor speed control is presented and tested by
simulations. Improved particle swarm optimization is used to solve the optimization
problem of H2/H∞ controller and find the optimal parameters of the controller.
A robust adaptive discrete variable structure control scheme for DC motor speed
control is described and successfully implemented in [23]. A self tuning minimum
variance adaptive control method is developed and successfully implemented for
speed and position tracking of a DC motor in [24]. In [25], an online self tuning
artificial neural network based speed control scheme is proposed and experimentally
implemented for a DC motor. The proposed scheme is compared with PI controller
based system. The results show that the performance of artificial neural network based
system is superior. An adaptive control algorithm using bacterial foraging algorithm
for DC motor speed control is represented in [26]. In this research, bacterial foraging
algorithm is used for identification and control of DC motor. A comparison of bacterial
foraging algorithm based control and genetic algorithm based control is carried out. An
adaptive PID-type neural network control method is applied for the speed control of a
DC motor system dead-zone characteristics in [27]. A fractional order PI controller for
controlling the speed of a DC motor was designed and implemented on a FPGA target
in [28].
In this chapter, parameter space approach based robust PI controller design was carried
out to control of DC motor speed considering multi-objective design requirements
such as D-stability, phase margin bounds and mixed sensitivity (robust performance)
requirements. The parameter space approach can be used to determine a set of
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coefficients for a given controller structure which simultaneously stabilize a finite
number of plants. The set of parameters for which the characteristic polynomial is
Hurwitz-stable is determined. Along with Hurwitz stability, the method has been
extended to D-regions for treating relative stability and bandwidth constraints. The
parameter space approach cannot handle only parametric (structured) uncertainties. By
mapping frequency domain specifications into parameter space, the parameter space
method provides the using of experience in the field of frequency domain robust control
methods which generally tackle unstructured uncertainties such as H∞ robust control.
The further information about parameter space approach can be found at [9, 10]. The
mapping of design requirements into the parameter space to find the robust fixed
disturbance observer (DOB) parameters was applied to vehicle yaw stability control
successfully in earlier works [29–31]. In this chapter, parameter space approach
based design methodology used for designing robust PI controller. Also, an add-on
disturbance observer employed to improve the tracking and disturbance rejection
properties of the robust PI based control system. Robust PI and add-on disturbance
designs were tested by simulations and experiments.
The organization of the rest of this chapter is as follows. The DC motor model
and the uncertain parameters of the DC motor are introduced in Section 2.2.
Mapping the robust controller design requirements into the parameter space such as
Hurwitz stability, D-stability, phase margin and mixed sensitivity (robust performance)
requirements are explained and also design method is applied to DC motor speed
control in Section 2.3. The add-on disturbance observer structure and design
methodology are given Section 2.4. The simulation results are shown in Section 2.5.
Experimental set-up is described and experimental results are given in Section 2.6. The
chapter ends with conclusions in Section 2.7.
2.2 DC Motor Modeling and Uncertainties
This section describes the DC motor modeling. Figure 2.1 shows the DC motor scheme
with its electrical and mechanical parts.
Using Kirchhoff’s law, the following equation is obtained.
Vm = Lm
dIm
dt
+RmIm+ kiωm (2.1)
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where Vm is the voltage from the amplifier which drives the motor, Rm is the motor
armature resistance, Im is the motor armature current, Lm is the motor armature
inductance, ki is the back- EMF constant and ωm is the motor angular speed.
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Figure 2.1 : The DC motor scheme.
The dynamics of the motor is given by Newton’s second equation with the following
equation:
Jω˙m = kmIm+ τd (2.2)
where J is the total moment of inertia (motor rotor and the load), τd is the disturbance
torque and km is the motor torque constant. In SI units, the motor torque constant is
equal to back-EMF constant, that is ki = km. After this, km is used for both constants.
Using (2.1) and (2.2) and assuming Lm << Rm and neglecting the viscous friction
in the system, the transfer function G(s) from voltage applied to the motor to motor
angular speed can be written as follows:
G(s) =
km
Rm
(
Js+ km
2
Rm
) (2.3)
The open loop block diagram of the motor with torque disturbance is depicted in Figure
2.2.
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Figure 2.2 : The open loop block diagram of the DC motor with torque disturbance.
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In the simulations and experiments Quanser DC motor set which includes a Maxon
high quality DC motor is used. The nominal parameters of the DC motor used is given
at Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 : The nominal parameters of the DC motor.
Parameter Value Unit
km 0.0502 Nm/A
J 22.1×10−6 kgm2
Rm 10.6 Ω
Two parameters km and J are taken as uncertain parameters considering ±20%
uncertainty on nominal values. values are between 0.0402 and 0.0602 Nm/A and
values are between 17.68× 10−6 and 26.52× 10−6 kgm2. An uncertainty box is
depicted in Figure 2.3 for showing these uncertainties.
mk
J
,minmk ,maxmk
maxJ
minJ
1P 2P
3P4P
Figure 2.3 : Uncertainty box for the DC motor parameters.
2.3 Design Methodology by Mapping Multi-Objective Requirements into
Parameter Space
In this section, a robust PI controller design methodology based on parameter space
approach is introduced. The mapping of multi-objective design requirements into the
parameter space is explained including Hurwitz stability, D-stability, phase margin
bounds and frequency domain (mixed sensitivity) bounds mapping. The PI controlled
closed loop system can be seen from Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 : The PI controlled closed system block diagram.
2.3.1 Hurwitz stability
Consider the plant is given by
G(s) =
N (s)
D(s)
(2.4)
where N represents the numerator of the plant and D represents the denominator of the
plant. The real and imaginer parts of the numerator and denominator can be defined as
N ( jω) = NR (ω)+ jNI (ω) and D( jω) = DR (ω)+ jDI (ω).
The PI controlled closed loop system characteristic equation can be written as
pc (s) = sD(s)+(kps+ ki)N (s) = an+1sn+1+ansn+ · · ·+a1s+a0 = 0 (2.5)
where n is the degree of the plant G(s).
The Hurwitz stability boundary crossed by a pair of complex conjugate roots is
characterized by the following equations:
Re[pc ( jω)] = 0 and Im[pc ( jω)] = 0, ∀ω ∈ (0,∞] (2.6)
This is called as complex root boundary (CRB).
There may be a real root boundary such that a single real root crosses the boundary at
frequency ω = 0 is characterized by
pc (0) = 0 or a0 = 0 (2.7)
This is called as real root boundary (RRB).
There may exists an infinite root boundary (IRB) which is characterized by a degree
drop in characteristic polynomial at ω = ∞. This degree drop in characteristic
polynomial is characterized as
an+1 = 0 (2.8)
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CRB, RRB and IRB solutions by parameterizing ω can be plotted into the kp− ki
parameter plane to show the Hurwitz stability regions of the given closed loop system.
The kp− ki values which provide Hurwitz stability can be chosen visually from the
stable region of the parameter plane.
2.3.2 D-stability
The aforementioned parameter space computation method to determine Hurwitz
stability regions can be extended to specify relative stability regions such as D-stability.
A closed loop system is D-stable when the roots of the closed loop characteristic
equation lie in the D-stable region in the complex plane as depicted in Figure 2.5.
Im
Re

D-Stable 
Region 1
2
3
R
Figure 2.5 : D-stable region in the complex plane.
The boundary ∂1 in Figure 2.5 can be mapped into the parameter space by using s−σ
instead of s in (2.5) in order to shift the stability boundary to ∂1 in the complex plane.
Solving for kp and ki in (2.6) for CRB and (2.7) for RRB, and then plotting results in
the kp−ki plane will result in the ∂1 boundary in the parameter space. For ∂1 boundary,
there is no IRB because s is never equal to infinity in the D-shaped region. For mapping
∂2 boundary, use re jθ for s in (2.5) and parameterize r in re jθ to obtain the CRB of ∂2.
No RRB and IRB solution exists because r is never equal to zero or infinity. Lastly,
∂3 boundary maps into the parameter space by substituting s with Re jθ where R is
constant and parameterizing over θ in (2.5). This results in CRB for changing θ and
RRB for θ = 0.
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2.3.3 Phase margin
The constant phase margin can be also plotted in the parameter space. The constant
phase margin boundary satisfies the following equation:
L( jω) = e j(mφ−pi) (2.9)
where L is the loop gain and mφ is the phase margin bound.
The real and imaginary parts of L( jω) can be written as
Re [L( jω)] = Re [C ( jω)G( jω)] = Re
[
kp jω+ ki
jω
NR+ jNI
DR+ jDI
]
=−cos(mφ) (2.10)
and
Im [L( jω)] = Im [C ( jω)G( jω)] = Im
[
kp jω+ ki
jω
NR+ jNI
DR+ jDI
]
=−sin(mφ) (2.11)
From (2.10) and (2.11), solving for kp and ki values result in phase margin bound into
the parameter space. Constant gain margin bounds can also be obtained in following
similar procedure.
2.3.4 Mapping mixed sensitivity (frequency domain) bounds
The aim of this section is to map frequency domain criteria of robust control into the
parameter space. Similar to the approach in [10, 30, 31], a parameter space design
based on satisfying the robust performance requirement is used here as follows:
‖|WSS|+ |WT T |‖∞ < 1 or |WSS|+ |WT T |< 1, ∀ω (2.12)
where S = 1/(1+L) and T = L/(1+L) are the sensitivity and complementary
sensitivity functions and WS and WT are corresponding weights.
Mixed sensitivity problem (2.12) can also be expressed in the limit as the equality
|WS|+ |WT L|= |1+L| , ∀ω (2.13)
which is called the point condition at each frequency. The point condition is depicted
in Figure 2.6.
A circle with origin at −1 and a radius equal to |WS (ω)| at a specific frequency ω
is drawn first. Loop gain L( jω) at the same frequency is shown as vector L with
magnitude |L| and angle θL in Figure 2.6 and is given by
L( jω) = |L|e jθL (2.14)
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Figure 2.6 : The point condition for mixed sensitivity.
A second circle with origin at L( jω) and with a radius equal to |WT (ω)L( jω)| for
specific frequency ω is drawn next.
The vector 1+ L originating at −1 and ending at L in Figure 2.6 should be greater
than |WS|+ |WT L| to satisfy the inequality version of the point condition (2.13). This
point condition needs to be solved at each frequency to find the controller parameter
pairs that satisfy it. Solving and graphically intersecting the solution regions for a
sufficient large number of frequencies result in the controller parameter space where
robust performance is satisfied.
A graphical solution for |L| using the cosine rule for Figure 2.6 results in
|L|= −cosθL+ |WS| |WT |±
√
∆
1−|WT |2
(2.15)
where
∆= 1+ cos2θL−2 |WS| |WT |cosθL+ |WS|2+ |WT |2. (2.16)
The first part of the solution procedure for loop gain L is the formation of a grid of
θL in [0,2pi] and then solving (2.15) for |L| and computing L = |L|e jθL . Then, L is
expressed in terms of a fictitious controller K as follows:
L = KG = (KR+ jKI)G (2.17)
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Solving (2.17) for the real and imaginary parts KR and KI of the fictitious controller K
and then solving
KR+ jKI =
L
G
=
kp jω+ ki
jω
(2.18)
for PI controller parameters kp and ki result in
kp = KR (2.19)
ki =−KIω (2.20)
which is the final step of the solution.
The aforementioned point condition solution procedure is summarized below.
1. Choose a specific ω value. |WS (ω)|, |WT (ω)| and G( jω) at frequency ω are all
known at this point.
2. Let θL ∈ [0,2pi]. Evaluate ∆ using (2.16), and select the active range of θL , where
∆≥ 0 is satisfied. For all values of θL in the active range.
(a) Evaluate |L| using (2.15). Keep only the positive solutions (since |L| cannot
be negative.)
(b) Evaluate L = |L|e jθL .
(c) Solve for the corresponding fictitious controller real and imaginary parts KR
and KI in (2.17).
(d) Substitute for KR and KI into the right-hand sides of (2.19) and (2.20), and
solve for kp and ki .
3. Plot the closed curve of kp versus ki values (for all active θL values in 2). Either
inside or the outside of this curve is a solution of (2.13) at chosen frequency ω . The
obtained region is the point condition solution in the chosen controller parameter
plane at the frequency chosen in step 1.
4. Go back to 1, and repeat the procedure at a different frequency.
Plot the intersection of all point condition solutions for all frequencies considered. This
is the overall solution region for robust performance.
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2.3.5 Application to robust PI DC motor speed control
The aforementioned multi-objective robust controller design methodology was applied
to PI DC motor speed control here. D-stability, phase margin and mixed sensitivity
boundaries mapping procedure were realized for four operating points (vertices of the
uncertainty box) shown in Figure 2.3. Then, the common kp− ki value that satisfies
the design requirements for all points was selected from the kp− ki parameter plane.
D-stability requirements were determined as follows: no roots can be closer than −1
to the Im axis (σ = 1) and no roots can be further than −15 (R = 15), a maximum
damping can be 70 degrees (θ = 70◦) which corresponding to a damping ratio of
0.342.
Phase margin can be at least 50 degrees (PM ≥ 50◦).
Figure 2.7 shows the solution regions for D-stability and phase margin requirements
in parameter space. ∂1 CRB and RRB, ∂2 CRB and ∂3 CRB of D-stability and the
increasing phase margin bounds depicted. The intersection of bounds determined the
D-stable region with satisfying required PM bound.
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Figure 2.7 : Detailed view of D-stability and phase margin boundaries in parameter
space for P1.
In order to map robust performance criteria into the parameter space, firstly the
sensitivity and the complementary sensitivity weights were determined. The inverse of
the sensitivity function weight is selected as
WS−1 = hs
s+ωsls
s+ωshs
(2.21)
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with ls = 0.5 (i.e., less than 50% steady state error) being the low frequency bound,
hs = 4 being the high frequency bound, and ωs = 5 rad/sec being the approximate
bandwidth.
The complementary sensitivity function weight is chosen as
WT = hT
s+ωT lT
s+ωT hT
(2.22)
where the low frequency gain is lT = 0.2 , the high frequency gain is hT = 1.8
(corresponds to uncertainty of up to 180% at high frequencies), and the frequency
of transition to significant model uncertainty is ωT = 120 rad/sec.
The mixed sensitivity requirement for the selected weights was mapped into the
parameter space. The results with including D-stability and phase margin boundaries
can be seen from Figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 for the points P1, P2, P3 and P4
shown in Figure 2.3. Blue lines restricted the parameter space for D-stability, red
lines restricted for PM bounds and green lines restricted the parameter space for mixed
sensitivity requirements.
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Figure 2.8 : Solutions for P1 where km,min = 0.0402, Jmin = 17.68× 10−6 (Blue:
D-stability boundary, Red: PM boundaries, Green: Mixed sens. req.
boundaries).
The common kp and ki were selected as (0.025,0.65), these points satisfies all design
requirements for all operating points. These controller parameters were used in all of
the simulations.
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Figure 2.9 : Solutions for P2 point where km,max = 0.0602, Jmin = 17.68×10−6.
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Figure 2.10 : Solutions for P3 point where km,max = 0.0602, Jmax = 26.52×10−6.
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Figure 2.11 : Solutions for P4 point where km,min = 0.0402, Jmax = 26.52×10−6.
Table 2.2 shows the closed loop pole locations and phase margin values for four
operating points. The closed loop poles are in the D-stable region and the phase margin
requirement is satisfied, all phase margins is larger than 50 degrees.
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Table 2.2 : Closed loop pole locations and phase margin values for four vertices of the
uncertainty box
Points Closed Loop Pole Locations Phase Margin (◦)
1 −6.9929±9.5146i 61.1032
2 −13.6842±4.6411i 83.5883
3 −9.1228±7.4815i 73.8756
4 −4.6619±8.4391i 51.5451
Figure 2.12 shows the |WSS|+ |WT T | frequency-domain plots for all four points as
a function of frequency. It is clear from this figure that constraint (2.12) is satisfied
at each of the different operating points in Figure 2.3 and for the chosen controller
parameters, as none of the plots touch the 0-dB (|WSS|+ |WT T |= 1) line.
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Figure 2.12 : Robust performance plots |WSS|+ |WT T |.
2.4 Improvements on System Response using Disturbance Observer
2.4.1 Add-on disturbance observer structure
The disturbance observer is a well known approach in the mechatronic systems control
area that is used to achieve insensitivity to modeling error and disturbance rejection. It
was introduced by [32] and further refined by [33] . It has been used successfully in
a variety of mechatronics applications. For instance, friction compensation in [34],
road vehicle yaw stability control in [30], robust atomic force microscope control
in [35], power assisted electric bicycle control in [36], table drive system in [37] and
hard-disc-drive servo system in [38]. In the disturbance observer approach, the inverse
of the desired or nominal plant model is used to observe the disturbances and to cancel
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the effect of disturbances in the control signal. As a result, the closed system is forced
to act like its nominal or desired model. The system structure with add-on disturbance
observer is depicted in Figure 2.13.
+ -
C
er
+- ++
Q
1
nG

++
++ n
dd 
y unu
Add on Disturbance Observer
G
Figure 2.13 : The system structure with add-on disturbance observer.
Consider plant G with multiplicative uncertainty ∆m and input disturbance d:
y = G(u+d) (2.23)
where G = Gn(1+∆m) and Gn is the nominal model of the plant.
The aim in the disturbance observer usage is to obtain
y = Gnun (2.24)
where un is the new control input.
This aim can be achieved in disturbance observer design by treating the external
disturbance and model uncertainty as an extended disturbance e and solving for it as
y = Gnu+Gnd+Gnu∆m+Gnd∆m︸ ︷︷ ︸
e
(2.25)
e = y−Gnu (2.26)
and using the new control signal un given by
u = un− 1Gn e = un−
1
Gn
y+u (2.27)
to approximately cancel its effect when substituted in (2.25). With the aim of not to
overcompensate at high frequencies and to avoid stability robustness problems, the
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feedback signals in (2.27) are multiplied by the low pass filter Q. In this case, the final
equation becomes
u = un−Q
(
1
Gn
(y+n)+u
)
(2.28)
where n represents the sensor noise, it is available for the case of real implementation.
The disturbance observer can be designed both in continuous time and discrete time.
For discrete time design, please refer to [39]. In discrete time implementation, if Gn (z)
is a minimum phase system, its inverse can directly be assigned, if not, stable version
of G˜−1n (z) can be obtained using input shaping filter (ISF) designing techniques such as
zero phase error tracking control (ZPETC), precision tracking control (PTC), optimal
precision tracking control (OPTC).
The loop gain of the disturbance observer compensated plant is
L =
GQ
Gn (1−Q) (2.29)
with the model regulation, disturbance rejection and sensor noise rejection transfer
functions given by
y
un
=
GnG
Gn (1−Q)+GQ (2.30)
y
d
=
1
1+L
=
Gn (1−Q)
Gn (1−Q)+GQ (2.31)
y
n
=
−L
1+L
=
−GQ
Gn (1−Q)+GQ (2.32)
It is seen that Q must be a unity gain low pass filter. This choice will result in y/un→
Gn, y/d→ 0 at low frequencies where Q→ 1 and y/n→ 0 at high frequencies where
Q→ 0.
There are limitations in the selection of the bandwidth of the Q filter. First of all, the
bandwidth of the Q filter cannot exceed the bandwidth of the actuator used. Another
limitation for the Q filter arises from the robust stability requirement.
The characteristic equation of the disturbance observer compensated system can be
written
Gn (1−Q)+Gn (1+∆m)Q = 0 (2.33)
as
Gn (1+∆m)Q = 0→ Q =− 1∆m (2.34)
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and note that when the presence of ∆m does not change the number of unstable poles
and zeros of G in comparison to those of Gn, the application of the Nyquist stability
criterion results in
|Q|<
∣∣∣∣ 1∆m
∣∣∣∣ , ∀ω (2.35)
as the necessary and the sufficient condition for robust stability.
The feedback controller C also affects the robust stability of the overall system. In
the presence of the feedback control as shown in Figure 2.13, the closed loop system,
disturbance rejection and sensor noise rejection transfer functions can be written as
y
r
=
CGnG
Gn (1−Q)+G(CGn+Q) (2.36)
y
d
=
Gn (1−Q)
Gn (1−Q)+G(CGn+Q) (2.37)
y
n
=
−G(CGn+Q)
Gn (1−Q)+G(CGn+Q) (2.38)
In the case of feedback control, the characteristic equation of the closed loop system
can be written by
Gn (1−Q)+Gn (1+∆m)(CGn+Q) = 0 (2.39)
as
Gn (1+CGn+∆m (CGn+Q)) = 0→ Q+CGn1+CGn =−
1
∆m
(2.40)
and using the Nyquist stability criterion results in∣∣∣∣Q+CGn1+CGn
∣∣∣∣< ∣∣∣∣ 1∆m
∣∣∣∣ , ∀ω (2.41)
as the necessary and the sufficient condition for robust stability including feedback
control shown in Figure 2.13. Thus, robust stability condition of the system can be
investigated in the absence and presence of the feedback control using (2.35) and
(2.41), respectively.
2.4.2 Disturbance observer design
Using the stability robustness conditions given in (2.35) and (2.41), the cut-off
frequency of the low pass Q filter was determined. The multiplicative uncertainty
∆m is calculated using ∆m = (Gp−Gn)/Gn. Here the plant Gp was taken different as
(2.3) in order to add the effect of the unmodelled dynamics by considering the motor
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armature inductance in the investigation of stability robustness. Therefore, the plant
model Gp was taken as follows:
Gp (s) =
km(
Js+ km
2
Rm
)
(Lms+Rm)
e−sh (2.42)
Also, time delay h was considered to reflect the other unmodelled dynamics. Time
delay h was selected as 1.5 times of sampling time. The feedback motor angular speed
was calculated based on encoder measurements. Since the angular speed is determined
by taking differences of the angles between two sampling intervals, there is a delay of
a one sampling time. Also, there is an effect of controller hardware dynamics, it is
approximated as an extra delay corresponding to half a sampling time [40].
The uncertainty for km and J shown in Figure 2.3 was divided into an equally spaced
grid of values in both axis directions and the 1/∆m plot shown in Figure 2.14 was
obtained. An envelope was drawn to determine the upper bound of the multiplicative
uncertainty. Using these plots and considering stability robustness conditions (2.35)
and (2.41), Q was selected as a first order low pass filter of 1/(τqs+1) with the cut-off
frequency of 40 rad/sec.
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Figure 2.14 : Stability robustness plot.
2.5 Simulation Results
Simulations were performed to show the effectiveness of the parameter space based
fixed robust PI speed controller and the designed add-on disturbance observer. Figure
2.15 and Figure 2.16 show the step input response of desired angular velocity of 100
rad/sec for four operating points shown in Figure 2.3. For simulation shown in Figure
24
2.15, a step disturbance was applied to the system at t = 2 sec and for simulation
shown in Figure 2.16, a ramp disturbance was applied to the system at t = 2 sec.
Results show that robust PI plus disturbance observer system rejects step and ramp
disturbance successfully and forces the uncertain system to act as nominal plant while
satisfying multi-objective design requirements.
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Figure 2.15 : Step response and step disturbance rejection simulation results.
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Figure 2.16 : Step response and ramp disturbance rejection simulation results.
2.6 Experiments
2.6.1 Experimental set-up
Figure 2.17 shows the experimental setup. Also, schematic diagram of the
experimental setup is depicted in Figure 2.18. The main part of the experimental
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setup is a 15 Watt motor of Maxon brand equipped with a quadrature encoder with
the resolution of 4096 pulses per revolution. The encoder pulses are received by a
24-bit encoder counter integrated circuit. The angular speed of the motor for feedback
is derived from encoder signal. A linear 15 V, 1.5 A power amplifier is used to drive
the motor. Quanser Q2-usb board is used as control hardware. The control signal to
the DC motor linear amplifier is sent from a 12 bit D/A convertor on Q2-usb board and
the angular speed signal is received by a 12 bit A/D convertor on Q2-usb board. The
control algorithms is prepared on Matlab/Simulink environment and realized with a
2.27 GHz Intel Core i5 processor Laptop PC. The control algorithms are embedded
to Q2-usb board using Matlab Real Time Windows Target and Quanser QUARC
software. The DC motor is controlled at the sample rate of 1 kHz.
Figure 2.17 : Experimental setup.
Laptop / PC
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Hardware
D/A
DC 
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usb 
connection
control signal
speed signal
Figure 2.18 : Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
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2.6.2 Experimental results
Three different experiments were conducted in order to test the proposed control
scheme. Figure 2.19 shows the trajectory tracking experiment results. The reference
motor angular velocity is changing from 100 rad/sec to 50 rad/sec in 2 secs with
initial velocity of 100 rad/sec. The robust PI plus disturbance observer control system
tracks the reference signal with less overshoot with respect to only robust PI control
system. However, rise time of the robust PI plus DOB system is longer. When
the disturbance observer added to the system, also an extra dynamics inserted to the
system, this situation was arisen from this fact.
Figure 2.20 shows the step disturbance rejection test result. At t = 10 sec, the step
disturbance was applied to the system. It can be seen that the robust PI plus DOB
system attenuated the step disturbance better than only robust PI control system.
Figure 2.21 shows the ramp disturbance rejection test result. The ramp disturbance
was injected to the system at t = 10 sec. The only robust PI control system could not
attenuate the ramp disturbance but the robust PI plus DOB system dealt with the ramp
disturbance successfully.
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Figure 2.19 : Trajectory tracking experiment result.
2.7 Conclusion
Parameter space approach based robust PI controller and add on disturbance observer
design for the DC motor speed control has been presented here. The motor torque
constant and total moment of inertia of DC motor has been taken as uncertain
parameters. Multi-objective design requirements such as D-stability, phase margin and
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Figure 2.20 : Step disturbance rejection experiment result.
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Figure 2.21 : Ramp disturbance rejection experiment result.
mixed sensitivity (frequency domain) bounds have been mapped into the controller
parameter space to find the robust PI controller coefficients. In order to improve
the tracking performance and disturbance rejection properties of the proposed control
system, add on disturbance observer has been employed. The disturbance observer
design procedure considering stability robustness of the overall system has been given
in details. The proposed control system has been tested through simulations and
experiments successfully.
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3. TIME DELAY COMPENSATION USING COMMUNICATION
DISTURBANCE OBSERVER APPROACH AND ITS AUTOMOTIVE
CONTROL APPLICATION
3.1 Introduction
Control of plants that have time delay is a difficult procedure. Time delay adds large
negative phase angle to the plant frequency response and tends to destabilize it. There
exist a large number of research articles in the literature on time delay systems like
references [41] and [42], for example.
The most famous and widely used time delay compensation method is the well known
Smith predictor [43]. Smith predictor compensation has been extended for various
cases in references [44] and [45]. The Smith predictor and its extensions are simple
to understand and are easily implemented. However, use of a Smith predictor requires
the model of the time delay and modeling inaccuracies in the knowledge of the time
delay element cause degradation of compensation performance.
The disturbance observer is a well known approach in the mechatronic systems control
area that is used to achieve insensitivity to modeling error and disturbance rejection.
It was introduced by Ohnishi [32] and further refined by Umeno and Hori [33]. It has
been used successfully in a variety of mechatronics applications. For instance, friction
compensation in [34], road vehicle yaw stability control in [30], robust atomic force
microscope control in [35] and power assisted electric bicycle control in [36]. In the
disturbance observer approach, the inverse of the desired or nominal plant model is
used to observe the disturbances and to cancel the effect of disturbances in the control
signal. As a result, the closed system is forced to act like its nominal or desired model.
In the literature on the disturbance observer approach, time delayed systems were
considered in references [46] and [47].
A compensation method called the communication disturbance observer was
introduced to compensate the time delay inherent in bilateral teleoperation systems
by Natori et al. [11]. This method was extended to robust time delayed acceleration
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control of a single degree of freedom rotary manipulator in [48]. The communication
disturbance observer approach differs from the other time delay model based
approaches such as the Smith predictor and also the classical disturbance observer
as accurate knowledge of the time delay is not necessary. Therefore, this method can
be applied even in the case of plants with time delays that are variable.
In this chapter, firstly the communication disturbance observer is applied to a fourth
order plant with free integrator and inherent time delay which is an example of an
open loop unstable system with time delay. The effect of the Q filter cut-off frequency
selection on the communication disturbance observer is investigated. A novel robust
stability condition for the cases of constant and varying time delay is developed based
on Nyquist criterion.
Also, the automotive control problems with the time delay is investigated from the
point of networked control systems in this chapter. The communication disturbance
observer approach is applied to an automotive control problem which suffers from
the destabilizing effect of the time varying delay. Using the proposed robust stability
condition in the design stage of the communication disturbance observer, the method
is employed for the time delay compensation of the vehicle yaw stability control over
CAN bus.
The organization of the rest of this chapter is as follows. The communication
disturbance observer is introduced in Section 3.2. The communication disturbance
observer is applied to a fourth order time delayed process with a free integrator and the
results are analyzed in Section 3.3. The robust stability analysis of the communication
disturbance observer applied to constant time delayed plants is presented in Section
3.4. Also, a similar analysis in the case of bounded time varying delays is introduced
in Section 3.5. The proposed communication disturbance observer approach is applied
to the vehicle yaw stability control over CAN bus in Section 3.6. The chapter ends
with conclusions in Section 3.7.
3.2 Communication Disturbance Observer Structure
This section firstly presents the classical disturbance observer method for disturbance
estimation. Then, the network disturbance concept and the communication disturbance
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observer structure are introduced. The closed loop transfer function of the system with
the communication disturbance observer is obtained.
3.2.1 Classical disturbance observer for disturbance estimation
Consider a nominal plant Gn with input disturbance d
y = Gn (u−d) (3.1)
where y is the output and u is the input. The aim is to estimate the input disturbance d.
In this case, (3.1) is written as follows:
d = u−Gn−1y. (3.2)
For causality, the estimated disturbance dˆ is given by
dˆ = Q
(
u−Gn−1y
)
(3.3)
where Q is a low pass filter.
This classical disturbance observer structure for disturbance estimation is illustrated in
Figure 3.1.
 nG s
u y
+
-
d
 Q s
+-dˆ  
 n
Q s
G s
Figure 3.1 : Classical disturbance observer for disturbance estimation.
3.2.2 Network disturbance concept
The structure of the communication disturbance observer is similar to the structure
of the disturbance observer except the disturbance definition and time delay
compensation. The time delayed system is rewritten using the network disturbance
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concept. The effect of the time delay can be expressed as shown in Figure 3.2 where
the time delay is seen as a disturbance that is acting on the system.
 nG s Tse
 U s       TsnY s G s U s e
equivalent to
 nG s
 U s
      TsD s U s U s e 
+-       TsnY s G s U s e
Figure 3.2 : Network disturbance concept.
The network disturbance is defined as follows:
d (t) = u(t)−u(t−T ) (3.4)
or in Laplace form
D(s) =U (s)−U (s)e−T s (3.5)
where u is the system input and T is the time delay. D(s) is called the network
disturbance.
3.2.3 Communication disturbance observer
The communication disturbance observer structure is shown in Figure 3.3. It consists
of two parts: network disturbance estimation and time delay compensation. The
communication disturbance observer estimates the network disturbance according to
(3.3). This estimated disturbance used to compensate the time delay effect in the
feedback signal.
As our knowledge of the nominal plant Gn may have uncertainty in it, the nominal
plant in the top path in Figure 3.3 is better represented by G = Gn(1+∆m) where ∆m
represents the uncertainty in our knowledge of the plant. With this change, the closed
loop system transfer function is given by
y
r
=
CGe−T s
1+CGnQ+CGe−T s (1−Q) (3.6)
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Figure 3.3 : Communication disturbance observer structure.
If Q is selected as a unity gain low pass filter, this choice will result in no time delay
element in the denominator of the transfer function. In this way, the time delay is
compensated by the communication disturbance observer.
3.3 Communication Disturbance Observer based Time Delayed Integral Plant
Control
Since integral plants with time delay are a special case of the unstable time delayed
systems, there have been many researchers who were interested in this topic [47], [49]
and [50]. In this section, the communication disturbance observer approach is applied
to the control of time delayed integral plants.
Consider the following time delayed single integrator plant:
Gp (s) = G(s)e−T s =
G0 (s)
s
e−T s (3.7)
where T is a pure time delay and G0(s) is a strictly proper, minimum phase and Hurwitz
transfer function G0(0) 6= 0.
The communication disturbance observer based control scheme is shown in Figure
3.3 and its equivalent sequential block diagram transformation for implementation is
shown in Figure 3.4. The nominal model Gn(s) is a low order approximation of G(s).
The controller C(s) is designed for the nominal model Gn(s) which does not have a
time delay. The low pass filter Q(s) is designed to compensate for the time delay
within its bandwidth and to satisfy robust stability of the system.
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The fourth order time delayed integral plant with one integrator
Gp (s) =
1
s(0.5s+1)(0.15s+1)2
e−T s (3.8)
is used as an example to illustrate the effectiveness of the communication disturbance
observer. The controller C(s) can be designed according to the nominal model Gn(s) =
1/(s(0.5s+ 1)) where the term 1/(0.15s+ 1)2 in the plant model (3.8) is treated as
modeling error. The nominal model is the low order approximation of (3.8). Here, C(s)
is chosen as a proportional controller with C(s) = 0.5 in order to obtain short settling
time and no overshoot. Q = ωc/(s+ωc), where the cut-off frequency ωc is chosen to
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obtain time delay compensation up to that frequency. The unit step response for this
plant is shown in Figure 3.5 with and without the communication disturbance observer
when the time delay is T = 3 sec. Here, the cutoff frequency ωc of the low pass
filter Q(s) is selected as 100 rad/sec. It is seen that the process with communication
disturbance observer is stable. Communication disturbance observer compensates the
time delay effect on the closed loop system.
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Figure 3.5 : Step response of the time delayed integral plant without/with communi-
cation disturbance observer.
Figure 3.6 shows the step responses of the plant (3.8) for different values of time delay,
under the action of the communication disturbance observer. The cut-off frequency is
selected as 100 rad/sec again for these simulations. The time delayed integral process
is stable for long dead times such as 3, 5, 7, 10 and 15 secs. Also, it can be seen that
there is no overshoot for these time delay values.
The Nyquist plot is drawn for different values of ωc in Figure 3.7 when the time delay
is T = 5 sec. The unstable behavior of the closed loop system can be seen when the
communication disturbance observer is not used. Also, the importance of the selection
of ωc is seen. When the cutoff frequency ωc is increased, the gain margin of the system
is intensified.
3.4 Robust Stability Analysis in the case of Constant Time Delay
For an uncertain system, the uncertain plant model G(s) can be represented using
multiplicative uncertainty as follows:
G(s) = Gn (s)(1+∆m (s)) , ∀ω (3.9)
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Figure 3.6 : Step responses of the time delayed integral plant for different delay
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Figure 3.7 : Nyquist plots for different cutoff frequencies ωc of Q(s).
where Gn(s) is the nominal model and G(s) denotes a family of models that deviate no
more than the multiplicative uncertainty ∆m(s).
A system with multiplicative uncertainty is depicted in Figure 3.8. For this system, the
loop transfer function is written as
L = KG = KGn (1+∆m) = Ln+Ln∆m (3.10)
where, K is the controller and Ln = KGn is the nominal loop transfer function.
If we assume that the nominal closed loop system is stable, robust stability of the
uncertain system can be guaranteed if L does not encircle the point (−1,0) according
to Nyquist stability criterion. Figure 3.9 depicts this robust stability condition.
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This condition can be expressed as follows:
|∆m ( jω)Ln ( jω)|< |1+Ln ( jω)| , ∀ω (3.11)
or equivalently ∣∣∣∣∆m ( jω)Ln ( jω)1+Ln ( jω)
∣∣∣∣< 1, ∀ω ⇔ ‖∆mTn‖∞ < 1 (3.12)
where Tn is the nominal complementary sensitivity function.
Using the equivalent system in Figure 3.4 (c) and incorporating the feedback loop term
into the controller, the controller K for the communication disturbance observer based
control can be represented as
K =
C (1−Q)
1+CGnQ
. (3.13)
The nominal loop transfer function for the system is written as
Ln = KGne−T s =
C (1−Q)Gne−T s
1+CGnQ
. (3.14)
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Using (3.14), the nominal complementary sensitivity function is given by
Tn =
Ln
1+Ln
=
CGne−T s (1−Q)
1+CGnQ+CGne−T s (1−Q) . (3.15)
As a result, the robust stability condition in (3.12) can be written for communication
disturbance observer based controlled system as:∣∣∣∣ CGne−T s (1−Q)1+CGnQ+CGne−T s (1−Q)
∣∣∣∣< ∣∣∣∣ 1∆m
∣∣∣∣ , ∀ω (3.16)
To illustrate the effects of time delay, assume that e−T s is the only source of unmodeled
dynamics. Thus, the multiplicative uncertainty model can be represented as
∆m (s) = e−T s−1. (3.17)
Consider the following time delayed basic integral plant for robust stability analysis:
Gp (s) =
1
s
e−T s. (3.18)
The nominal model Gn is equal to 1/s. Time delay T is taken as 0.2 sec. The controller
C(s) is a proportional controller, it is equal to 20 in order to satisfy short settling time
and no overshoot design requirements.
The robust stability condition (3.16) is investigated for different cut frequencies of
Q(s). The results are given in Figure 3.10. It is seen that the uncertainty and robust
stability lines intersected for ωc = 10 rad/sec. For this value, the feedback controlled
integral plant may be unstable. For the other values of cut-off frequency, the system is
stable. If we increase the cut-off frequency, the stability margin is increased. However,
noise issues may restrict this frequency selection in real applications. Figure 3.11
depicts the step responses of the same plant for different cut-off frequencies of Q(s).
It is clear that the higher cut-off frequency selection improves the transient response of
the process.
3.5 Robust Stability Analysis in the case of Bounded Time Varying Delay
The communication disturbance observer can also be used when the time delay is
varying. In the case of time varying delay, the robust stability condition in (3.16)
becomes ∣∣∣∣ CGne−Tmaxs (1−Q)1+CGnQ+CGne−Tmaxs (1−Q)
∣∣∣∣< ∣∣∣∣ 1e−Tmaxs−1
∣∣∣∣ , ∀ω. (3.19)
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Figure 3.10 : Stability of robustness for the time delayed integral plant with
communication disturbance observer.
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Figure 3.11 : Step responses of the time delayed integral plant for different cut-off
frequencies ωc of Q(s).
The unity gain low pass Q filter can be designed considering the restriction of the time
delay upper bound Tmax with some conservatism. Below, a numerical example is given
to show the effectiveness of the communication disturbance observer in the case of
time varying delay.
Consider the following single input – single output time varying delay system for
robust stability analysis:
x˙(t) = Ax(t)+bu(t) (3.20)
y(t) = cT x(t−T (t)) (3.21)
where x is the state, T (t) is an bounded time varying delay such that Tmin≤ T (t)≤ Tmax.
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For simplicity and coherence with the constant time delay example, A= [0], b= [1] and
c = [1] which corresponds to an integrator are used. This example system is the same
as the previous one except for the presence of the time varying delay. The nominal
plant and the controller are the same as those of the previous example.
Figure 3.12 shows the time delay T (t) varying between 0.1 and 0.4 secs. The robust
stability condition (3.19) is shown in Figure 3.13 for two different cut-off frequencies
of the Q filter. For ωc = 100 rad/sec, the feedback controlled integrator plant with
time varying time delay under communication disturbance observer control is stable.
The step responses of the system for different cut-off frequencies and for the case of no
communication disturbance observer are illustrated in Figure 3.14. The stability of the
system with communication disturbance observer is also seen from this figure when
appropriate selection of cut-off frequency of Q filter is realized.
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Figure 3.12 : Time varying delay T (t).
3.6 Application to Yaw Stability Control over CAN Bus
Time delay occurs and causes stability problems in many automotive control systems
such as idle speed control, air-to-fuel ratio control, anti-jerk control, cooperative
adaptive cruise control and other controller area network (CAN) based distributed
control systems in vehicle.
In idle speed control, the delay is due to the intake-to-combustion stroke delay. This
delay should not be neglected, since it often constitutes the dominant dynamics of the
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Figure 3.14 : Step responses of the time varying delayed integral plant for different
cutoff frequencies ωc of Q(s).
resulting closed-loop system [51, 52]. Different control methodologies applied to the
idle speed control in the literature such as model predictive control [53].
Air-to-fuel ratio control is very important for gasoline vehicles in order to achieve
emission regulations. The delay between fuel injection and universal exhaust gas
oxygen sensor measurement can be a limiting factor seriously degrading the achievable
performance of the air-to-fuel ratio feedback loop [52].
Modern diesel engines with direct fuel injection generate a high engine torque at
very low engine speeds. One problem with this high engine torque is the torsion
of the drivetrain which causes drivetrain oscillations. Anti-jerk control is required
to avoid there oscillations and to improve the comfort of the passengers. The
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drivetrain system has an inherent time delay caused by the engine. To compensate this
behavior, modified Smith Predictor can be used which provides the predictive model
output. Using the predictive model output as controller input gives the possibility to
avoid jerking before its occurrence and therefore minimizing the oscillations in the
drivetrain [54].
Cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC) is an extension of adaptive cruise
control (ACC). The aim in ACC is to reduce headway time as much as possible,
without violating string stability. CACC extends the capability of standard ACC by
communicating information about the state of the preceding vehicle, thereby reducing
the headway time used in standard ACC [55]. In CACC, the delay raises from
communication among vehicles. Vehicles send location, speed and acceleration data
via modems. The robustness of the cooperative adaptive cruise controller against
network-induced delays was investigated in [56]. According to this research, high
bandwidth controllers are desirable for better asymptotic tracking, but from a string
stability point of view, this choice impairs the robustness of the controller against
communication delays.
Active safety systems in vehicles such as ABS, TCS, ESC employ to improve the safety
of the passengers. These systems use sensor information in order to make decisions
and control actuators. These systems generally work through the communication
networks such as Controller Area Network (CAN). CAN is a serial communications
protocol which efficiently supports embedded distributed real time control systems
with a very high level of security. For further information, please see [57]. Networked
control systems provide safety, flexibility, cost efficiency and easy manageability in
complicated systems such as automobiles, airplanes. However, the limited bandwidth
and the introduction of the communication network into the closed loop system can
cause problems such as network-induced delays which can result in instability and
performance degradation of the control system [58].
Figure 3.15 shows the basic elements of networked control systems in vehicle. There
are two network-induced delays: controller to actuator delay (Tca) and sensor to
controller delay (Tsc). In this section, communication disturbance observer approach
is used to compensate these network-induced delays for yaw stability control of the
vehicle.
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Figure 3.15 : The basic elements of networked control system in vehicle.
Figure 3.16 shows the yaw stability control systems without and with communication
disturbance observer. In yaw stability control, the aim is to control the yaw rate
according to the desired yaw rate. This desired value can be calculated using the front
wheel steering angle δ f and single track vehicle model in desired value generation
block. The obtained yaw rate error e used by the controller C to generate the controller
signal u. Here, the controller C is designed as PI controller.
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Figure 3.16 : The yaw stability control system block diagrams: (a)without CDOB,
(b)with CDOB.
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The nominal transfer function Gn from the front wheel angle δ f to the yaw rate r
derived from linearized single track vehicle model can be written as follows [9]:
Gn (s) =
r (s)
δ f (s)
=
b1s+b0
a2s2+a1s+a0
(3.22)
where b1 = µc f l f mV 2, b0 = µ2c f cr
(
l f + lr
)
V , a2 = JmV 2, a1 =
µ
(
c f
(
J+ l f 2m
)
+ cr
(
J+ lr2m
))
V , a0 = µ2c f cr
(
l f + lr
)2
+µ
(
crlr− c f l f
)
mV 2.
Here, µ is the tire-road friction coefficient, m is the vehicle mass, J is the moment
of inertia, c f and cr are the cornering stiffnesses, l f is the distance from the center of
gravity of the vehicle (CG) to the front axle and lr is the distance from the CG to the rear
axle. The values of the parameters used are m = 1296 kg, J = 1750 kgm2, l f = 1.25
m, lr = 1.32 m, c f = 84000 N/rad and cr = 96000 N/rad. Note that the uncertain
vehicle transfer function G in Figure 3.16 denotes the nominal transfer function and
added time delay effects from the network communication.
The time varying network-induced delay in CAN consists of the sum of the controller
to actuator delay Tca and the sensor to the controller delay Tsc. The total time varying
delay can be taken as between 6 ms and 20 ms [58]. Figure 3.17 shows the bounded
time varying delay T (t) used in simulations.
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Figure 3.17 : Time varying delay T (t) in CAN communication.
The unity gain low pass Q filter can be designed considering the robust stability
condition for the bounded time varying delay given in (3.19). This condition is
depicted in Figure 3.13 for the Q filter with the cut-off frequency of 600 rad/sec.
It is seen that the uncertainty and robust stability lines do not intersect each other
for ωc = 600 rad/sec. The feedback controlled system is stable for the selected
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cut-off frequency. Note that the uncertain vehicle model G = Gn(1+ ∆m) and the
multiplicative uncertainty ∆m can be represented here as e−Tmax − 1 to illustrate only
the effects of the time delay on robustness.
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Figure 3.18 : Stability of robustness for the time varying delayed yaw stability control
system with communication disturbance observer.
A simulation is performed to test the effectiveness of the communication disturbance
observer. In simulation, the magnitude of 8 deg front wheel steering input is applied
to the vehicle at constant velocity of 30 m/s. The tire-road friction coefficient µ is
selected as 1. The responses of desired yaw rate, the yaw rate of the only PI controlled
vehicle and the yaw rate of the PI controlled vehicle with communication disturbance
observer is illustrated in Figure 3.19. It can be seen that time varying delay causes
instability in the case of only PI control but in the case of add-on communication
disturbance observer, the vehicle becomes stable and also the yaw rate of the vehicle
follows the desired yaw rate successfully. The designed communication disturbance
observer compensates the negative effect of the network-induced delay.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, the communication disturbance observer approach was introduced and
it was applied to time delayed systems using a fourth order plant with a free integrator,
an integrator only plant and the vehicle yaw stability control problem as examples.
The method was verified for different time delay values. The effect of the Q filter
cut-off frequency selection was investigated. As a result, the enhancement of gain
margin with the increasing of disturbance observer cut-off frequency was observed. A
robust stability condition was derived based on the Nyquist criterion for the constant
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Figure 3.19 : Simulation results for the yaw stability control system with and without
CDOB.
time delay values. The robust stability of a constant time delayed integral plant was
examined for different selection of cut-off frequencies. Also, this robust stability
criterion was applied to the case of time varying delay integral plant using the upper
bound of the time varying delay in the analysis, resulting in a conservative result.
The effectiveness of the approach was illustrated by simulations both for constant
and time varying cases for different problems. It was applied to the vehicle yaw
stability control problem for compensating time varying CAN bus delay. It was
observed that time varying delay is compensated successfully by the use of add-on
communication disturbance observer. In general, the method was found to be simple
and implementable. The time delay compensation without the necessity of time delay
and dealing with the time varying delay are the most important advantages of the
method over Smith predictor and classical disturbance observer approach for the time
delay systems. It can be found many application areas in the area of automotive control.
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4. ROBUST PID STEERING CONTROL IN PARAMETER SPACE FOR
HIGHLY AUTOMATED DRIVING
4.1 Introduction
In recent years, intelligent vehicle systems and highly automated driving technologies
have drawn interests among researchers. Many research efforts including for example
the work of [59], [55] and [60] have concentrated on semi-autonomous and fully
autonomous vehicles. Autonomous driving requires the coordinated automation of the
longitudinal and lateral driving tasks of speed control and steering control, respectively.
Desired path tracking of an autonomous vehicle requires the proper design and
implementation of steering and speed controllers at the lower control level. This
chapter concentrates on automated robust steering control.
The basic automatic steering control algorithms found in the literature are based on
proportional type controllers [61] and [62]. In these designs, the lateral deviation
of the vehicle at a preview distance is fed back for controlling the vehicle’s lateral
dynamics. In [63], a robust PIDD controller is designed for automatic bus steering
control as a solution of a benchmark problem. The yaw rate is measured in addition
to lateral deviation measurements and is fed back for improving the control system
performance. For the same benchmark problem, a discrete time add-on disturbance
observer design is realized in [39]. Using the add-on disturbance observer, the
performance improvement is achieved without the need for yaw rate feedback. Another
approach to automatic steering controller is to design nested PI and PID controllers. A
PI steering controller that reduces yaw rate tracking error is used to improve the vehicle
steering dynamics and a PID controller is employed to reject the lateral deviation from
the desired path due to road curvature disturbance in [64].
In this chapter, the parameter space approach based PID controller design is applied
to robust automatic steering control. The theoretical background about the parameter
space approach and an example of road vehicle yaw stability control can be found
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in references [9], [30] and [31]. The parameters exhibiting the largest variation in
automatic steering control are taken as uncertain parameters, which are the vehicle
mass, the vehicle velocity and tire-road friction coefficient. In this chapter, the
controller parameter space is obtained considering D-stability requirements for the
two free coefficients of a PID controller chosen as the proportional gain kp and
the derivative gain kd . An overall solution region is calculated by intersecting
solution regions for exemplary points chosen from the boundary of the uncertain range
of parameters. Robust PID coefficients satisfying D-stability are chosen from the
overall calculated parameter space regions. The designed controller is applied to an
experimentally validated nonlinear simulation model of a sedan vehicle.
Also, robust PID automatic steering control system design is realized based on the
digital map and GPS measurements. In this structure, the lateral deviation from the
desired path at the preview distance is calculated by comparing the generated map and
the vehicle position in real time. The high resolution digital map generation by using
the constrained least square method is introduced. The proposed control system is
tested with the validated nonlinear vehicle model on a specific eight segments desired
path.
The organization of the rest of this chapter is as follows. In Section 4.2, the linear
vehicle model used in controller design and the experimental vehicle that it is based on
are described. The nonlinear model of this experimental vehicle and model validation
results are also presented in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, robust PID controller design
based on mapping D-stability boundaries into parameter space is given. Simulation
results in Section 4.4 illustrate the effectiveness of the designed controller. In Section
4.5, digital map and GPS measurements based robust PID steering control is described
and the effectiveness of the method is demonstrated by the help of the simulations. The
chapter ends with conclusions in Section 4.6.
4.2 Vehicle Models and Model Validation
4.2.1 Vehicle steering model
The vehicle steering behavior is modeled as single track model that also includes the
dynamics of following the reference path as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 : Vehicle steering model.
The linear vehicle steering model is described in state-space form as
β˙
r˙
∆ψ˙
y˙
=

a11 a12 0 0
a21 a22 0 0
0 1 0 0
V ls V 0


β
r
∆ψ
y
+

b11 0
b21 0
0 −V
0 0
[ δ fρre f
]
(4.1)
where β , r, V , ∆ψ , ls and y are vehicle side slip angle, vehicle yaw rate, vehicle
velocity, yaw angle relative to the desired path’s tangent, the preview distance and
lateral deviation from the desired path at the preview distance, respectively. The control
input is the steering angle δ f . ρre f = 1/R is the road curvature where R is the road
radius. The remaining terms are
a11 =−
(
cr + c f
)/
m˜V , a12 =−1+
(
crlr− c f l f
)/
m˜V 2
a21 =
(
crlr− c f l f
)/
J˜, a22 =−
(
crlr2+ c f l f 2
)/
J˜V
2
b11 = c f
/
m˜V , b12 = c f l f
/
J˜
(4.2)
where m˜ = m
/
µ is the virtual mass, J˜ = J
/
µ is the virtual moment of inertia, µ is
the tire-road friction coefficient, m is the vehicle mass, J is the moment of inertia,
c f and cr are the cornering stiffnesses, l f is the distance from the center of gravity
of the vehicle (CG) to the front axle and lr is the distance from the CG to the rear
axle [39]. The values of the parameters used are J = 2392 kgm2, l f = 1.07 m, lr =
1.53 m, ls = 2 m, c f = 72463 N/rad and cr = 92492 N/rad. The vehicle mass, the
vehicle velocity and the tire-road friction coefficient are taken as uncertain parameters
within the ranges of m ∈ [1400,1700] (kg) (the nominal value of mass is 1550 kg),
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µ ∈ [0.5,1],V ∈ [1,20] (m/s), respectively. The virtual mass, then, is within the range
m˜ = m
/
µ ∈ [1400,3400] (kg). The corresponding uncertainty box of virtual mass and
vehicle speed is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 : Uncertainty box.
4.2.2 Nonlinear vehicle model
The equations of motion for longitudinal and lateral dynamics of the nonlinear vehicle
model are
m(ax− rVy) = ∑
i= f ,r
Fxi cosδi−Fyi sinδi− (Faero+Frr +Fhc) (4.3)
m(ay+ rVx) = ∑
i= f ,r
Fxi sinδi+Fyi cosδi (4.4)
while the equation of motion around the yaw axis is
Izr˙ = l f Fy f cosδ f − lrFyr cosδr + l f Fx f sinδ f − lrFxr sinδr (4.5)
where Fxi and Fyi are the longitudinal and the lateral tire forces. f and r represent the
front and rear tires. ax, ay, Vx, Vy and Iz are the longitudinal acceleration at the CG, the
lateral acceleration at the CG, the longitudinal velocity at the CG, the lateral velocity
at the CG and the moment of inertia about the yaw axis, respectively. Note that the
front wheel steered vehicle considered in this chapter so that the rear wheel steering
angle is taken as zero (δr = 0) [55].
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The resistive forces which affect the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle are shown in
Figure 4.3. The aerodynamic drag force Faero is given by
Faero =
1
2
AρCdV 2 (4.6)
where A is the effective frontal area of the vehicle, ρ is the mass density of air, Cd is
the drag coefficient, and V is the velocity of the vehicle. The rolling resistance force
Frr is determined as
Frr =Crrmgcos(θ) (4.7)
where Crr is the rolling resistance coefficient and θ is the road inclination angle. The
gravitational slope resistance force Fhc is modeled as
Fhc = mgcos(θ) . (4.8)
x

xiF
aeroF
rrF
mg
hcF
Figure 4.3 : The resistive forces acting on the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle.
The internal combustion engine (ICE) is modeled using a static engine map that defines
the relationship between the inputs of throttle position α , the engine speed ω and the
output engine torque TICE(ω,α). The engine torque output is transmitted to the wheels
through the driveline as torque Td according to
Td = ηt itTice (ω,α) (4.9)
where ηt is a static efficiency factor used to model mechanical losses and it is the
transmission ratio. These parameters are used to model the transmission of the vehicle.
The forces and torques acting on the wheel are shown in Figure 4.4. The moment
balance at the center of the wheel is given by
Iwω˙i = Td−Tbi−FxiRw (4.10)
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where Iw is the moment of inertia of the wheel, ωi is the angular velocity of the ith
wheel, Tbi is the braking torque on the ith wheel applied through the brake system, Fxi
is the longitudinal tire force of the ith wheel and Rw is the effective wheel radius.
x
z
xiF
wR
i
dT
biT
Figure 4.4 : The forces and the torques acting on the wheel.
The longitudinal velocities of the front and rear wheels can be determined as follows:
Vf x =
√
Vx2+
(
Vy+ l f r
)2 cosα f (4.11)
Vrx =
√
Vx2+(Vy− lrr)2 cosαr (4.12)
where the tire slip angles are
α f = δ f − arctan
(
tanβ +
l f r
Vx
)
(4.13)
αr = δr− arctan
(
tanβ +
lrr
Vx
)
. (4.14)
The longitudinal wheel slip ratio is defined as
si =

Rwωi−Vix
Vix
, Rwωi <Vix (braking)
Rwωi−Vix
Rwωi , Rwωi >Vix (traction), (i = f ,r) .
(4.15)
The Dugoff tire model is used for the calculations of the tire forces as
Fxi = fiCxisi (4.16)
Fyi = fiCyiαi (4.17)
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where Cxi and Cyi are the longitudinal and the lateral cornering stiffness of the ith
wheel. The coefficients fi are determined using
fi =

1, FRi ≤ µFzi2(
2− µFzi2FRi
)
µFzi
2FRi
, FRi >
µFzi
2
(4.18)
FRi =
√
(Cxisi)
2+(Cyiαi)2. (4.19)
4.2.3 Model validation
Model validation studies were performed using the data obtained from the
experimental vehicle test runs. The experimental vehicle is a Fiat Linea mid-sized
sedan. Three similar Fiat Linea mid-sized sedans were used by the author and their
colleagues in lateral dynamics testing [65], semi-autonomous driving in a platoon [55]
and in autonomous path following experiments [66], respectively. Figure 4.5 shows
the drive-by-wire vehicle of Istanbul Okan University named Okanom which was
used here for the model validation studies. In the vehicle, throttle, brake and steering
actuation signals are provided by a dSPACE MicroAutoBox general purpose electronic
control unit which is also used for all the low level computations. Available signals on
the vehicle CAN bus are read by this MicroAutoBox. A personal computer operating
under Linux is used as an upper level control system. This PC collects data from
the GPS receiver, the IMU, the LIDAR in front of the vehicle and the IEEE 802.11p
vehicle to vehicle (V2V) modem and communicates with the low level MicroAutoBox
controller. The GPS and the IMU signals are used in the GPS/INS integration [67].
 
Figure 4.5 : Experimental vehicle.
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The measured steering wheel and vehicle velocity were used as inputs to the nonlinear
vehicle model. The simulated outputs for vehicle velocity and yaw rate were compared
with the obtained experimental data. A comparison result from a test run is shown in
Figure 4.6. A J-turn like maneuver is applied to the vehicle. The nonlinear vehicle
model results of the vehicle velocity and yaw rate are consistent with the obtained data
from the experimental vehicle. In the test run shown in Figure 4.7, the experimental
vehicle follows a velocity profile from the Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge [55].
The steering wheel input is zero. It can be seen from Figure 4.7 that the velocity
obtained from the nonlinear vehicle model coincidences with the experimental test
result closely.
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Figure 4.6 : Comparison of test data and nonlinear vehicle simulation results for
lateral dynamics.
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Figure 4.7 : Comparison of test data and nonlinear vehicle simulation results for
longitudinal dynamics.
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4.3 Robust PID Steering Controller Design using The Parameter Space Approach
4.3.1 Mapping D-stability requirements into the parameter space
Similar to the approach in [31], D-stability requirements can be mapped into the
parameter space.
Consider the plant is given by
G(s) =
N (s)
D(s)
(4.20)
where N represents the numerator of the plant and D represents the denominator of the
plant. The real and imaginer parts of the numerator and denominator can be defined as
N ( jω) = NR (ω)+ jNI (ω) and D( jω) = DR (ω)+ jDI (ω).
The PID controlled closed loop system characteristic equation can be written as
pc (s) = sD(s)+
(
kps+ ki+ kis2
)
N (s) = an+1sn+1+ansn+ · · ·+a1s+a0 = 0 (4.21)
where n is the degree of the plant G(s).
The Hurwitz stability boundary crossed by a pair of complex conjugate roots is
characterized by the following equations:
Re[pc ( jω)] = 0 and Im[pc ( jω)] = 0, ∀ω ∈ (0,∞] (4.22)
This is called as complex root boundary (CRB).
There may be a real root boundary such that a single real root crosses the boundary at
frequency ω = 0 is characterized by
pc (0) = 0 or a0 = 0 (4.23)
This is called as real root boundary (RRB).
There may exists an infinite root boundary (IRB) which is characterized by a degree
drop in characteristic polynomial at ω = ∞. This degree drop in characteristic
polynomial is characterized as
an+1 = 0 (4.24)
CRB, RRB and IRB solutions parameterized by frequency ω can be plotted in the
parameter plane of two free design parameters to show the Hurwitz stability regions of
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the given closed loop system. The free parameter pairs which provide Hurwitz stability
can be chosen visually from the stable region of the parameter plane.
The aforementioned parameter space computation method to determine Hurwitz
stability regions can be extended to specify relative stability regions such as D-stability.
A closed loop system is D-stable when the roots of the closed loop characteristic
equation lie in the D-stable region in the complex plane as depicted in Figure 4.8.
Im
Re

D-Stable 
Region 1
2
3
R
Figure 4.8 : D-stable region in the complex plane.
The boundary ∂1 in Figure 4.8 can be mapped into the parameter space by using s−σ
instead of s in (4.21) in order to shift the stability boundary to ∂1 in the complex
plane. Solving for two free parameters in (4.22) for CRB and (4.23) for RRB, and
then plotting results will result in the ∂1 boundary in the parameter space. For ∂1
boundary, there is no IRB because s is never equal to infinity in the D-shaped region.
For mapping ∂2 boundary, use re jθ for s with constant θ in (4.21) and parameterize r in
re jθ to obtain the CRB of ∂2. No RRB and IRB solution exists because r is never equal
to zero or infinity. Lastly, ∂3 boundary maps into the parameter space by substituting
s with Re jθ where R is constant and the map is parameterized over θ in (4.21). This
results in CRB for changing θ and RRB for θ = 0.
4.3.2 Application to automatic steering control
The vehicle steering dynamics state space model corresponding to (4.1) can be
expressed in standard form as
x˙ = Ax+Bu. (4.25)
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Using the state space form, the transfer function Gyδ f from the steering angle δ f to the
lateral deviation y is written as
Gyδ f =
[
0 0 0 1
]
(sI−A)−1

b11
b21
0
0
 (4.26)
and the transfer function from the road curvature ρre f to the lateral deviation y is
described as
Gyρre f =
[
0 0 0 1
]
(sI−A)−1

0
0
−V
0
 . (4.27)
These transfer functions are used in designing the robust PID controller for the
automatic steering system. The control system structure is illustrated in Figure 4.9.
-1 Robust PID Controller
 ( )fyG s
 ( )refyG s
+
+ y f
ref
Figure 4.9 : Control system structure.
The robust PID controller is designed based on the parameter space approach. The
D-stability requirements are taken into consideration. The D-stability boundaries
(shown in Figure 4.8) are formed by assuming roots no closer than 0.5 to the imaginary
axis and no further in magnitude than 2.7 from the imaginary axis (σ = 0.5 and
R= 2.7). A minimum damping ratio corresponding to θ = 45◦ is determined as 0.707.
Two parameters of the PID controller are selected as free design parameters. In this
chapter, these free parameters are chosen as the proportional gain kp and the derivative
gain kd of the PID controller. The integral gain ki of the PID controller is determined
as a fixed parameter by the designer. Here, ki is selected as 5.
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Figure 4.10 shows the solution region for the P1 vertex of the uncertainty box shown
in Figure 4.2. ∂1 CRB and RRB, ∂2 CRB and ∂3 CRB and RRB of the D-stability
bounds are depicted with different colors. The intersection of these bounds determines
the boundary of the D-stable region in the kp− kd plane.
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Figure 4.10 : Detailed view of D-stability in parameter space for P1.
The overall solution region which combines all the solutions for the vertices of the
uncertainty box in Figure 4.2 is shown in Figure 4.11. The design point for kp and kd
is selected as (15,12.5) from the shaded area in Figure 4.11 which satisfies the design
requirements for all operating points.
 
Figure 4.11 : Overall D-stability solution region.
4.4 Simulation Studies
The simulation studies are performed to test the effectiveness of the designed robust
PID controller. In the first simulation, the vehicle mass, the vehicle velocity and the
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tire-road friction coefficient are taken as 1500 kg, 15 m/s and 1, respectively. These
parameter values correspond to a single point S in the uncertainty box of Figure 4.2.
In the first simulation of Figure 4.12, the vehicle tries to follow a path consisting of a
straight track of 150 m followed by a full turn in a circle of radius 100 m followed by
a 150 m straight track. The vehicle velocity is 15 m/s along the way. In the nonlinear
vehicle model, a PI based cruise control algorithm keeps the vehicle velocity constant.
Also, the steering angle saturation is taken into consideration in the simulations. The
front wheel steering angle δ f is limited to 40 degrees. The simulation results given in
Figure 4.12 show the vehicle trajectory, the lateral deviation, the vehicle velocity and
the yaw rate. It is seen that the vehicle follows the desired trajectory successfully. The
vehicle velocity is kept around 15 m/s by the cruise control algorithm and the vehicle
yaw rate is at acceptable values.
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Figure 4.12 : Simulation results 1.
In the second simulation, the vehicle tries to follow a curving path with different road
curvature values. The tire- road friction coefficient alters between 0.5 and 1 to simulate
different road conditions such as dry asphalt, slippery surface. The vehicle tries to
track a velocity profile which changes between 5 and 18 m/s. The followed road
curvature, the variable tire-road friction coefficient profile, the vehicle trajectory, the
lateral deviation of the vehicle, the velocity profile followed, the vehicle velocity and
also the vehicle yaw rate change can be seen from the Figure 4.13. It is seen that the
vehicle follows the given trajectory with very small lateral deviation and the velocity
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profile is followed successfully by the PI-based cruise controller. Note that the vehicle
yaw rate is at acceptable values.
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Figure 4.13 : Simulation results 2.
4.5 Digital Map and GPS Measurements based Robust PID Steering Control
Robust steering control can be realized based on offline generated digital maps and
real time global positioning system (GPS) measurements in real implementation. In
this section, the details of the digital map generation and GPS measurements based
steering control are given. It can be seen from the steering control system structure
shown in Figure 4.9 that the lateral deviation from the desired path at the preview
distance is fedback for performing steering control. Considering Figure 4.1, the lateral
deviation from the desired path at the preview distance can be calculated as follows:
y = h+ ls sin(∆ψ) (4.28)
where h is the lateral deviation from the desired path at the centre of gravity of the
vehicle, ls is the preview distance and ∆ψ is the yaw angle relative to the desired path’s
tangent. Also, it can be called as the yaw angle error. h and ∆ψ can be calculated
using offline generated digital maps and online GPS measurements which determines
the vehicle position according to the global coordinates.
Robust PID steering control system based on digital map and GPS measurements is
depicted in Figure 4.14. Also the PI based cruise control system used for speed control
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of the vehicle is shown on the same figure. In simulations at this section, this structure
(see Figure 4.14) is used. It is different from the structure given in Figure 4.9.
Robust PID Steering 
Controller
PI based 
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y f

desV Steering 
Actuation
Throttle and 
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GPS 
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Speed 
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-
Vehicle
GPS 
points
Digital map and GPS 
measurements based 
calculation of h, Δψ
Desired 
digital map
y calculation 
y = h + ls sin(Δψ)
-1
V
,  h 
Figure 4.14 : Steering control system structure based on digital map and GPS
measurements.
In this thesis, a similar approach given in [12, 59, 68, 69] used for the calculations of h
and ∆ψ . In the following sections, high resolution digital map generation and lateral
deviation and yaw angle error calculations are given in details and the effectiveness of
the approach is tested with the simulations.
4.5.1 High resolution digital map generation
Robust PID steering control system requires the knowledge of lateral deviation and
yaw angle error of the vehicle to calculate the lateral deviation from the desired path at
the preview distance given in (4.28). Using a digital map, the vehicle’s current position
is utilized to determine the lateral deviation and the yaw angle of the vehicle.
High resolution digital maps can be generated using the GPS data points which
are obtained from a constant speed test. The map making approach introduced
in [12] is used here to obtain high resolution digital maps. These maps consist of a
predetermined number of segments. Each of these segments is a parametric polynomial
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of a distance parameter, λ . For simplicity the aforementioned segments can be chosen
to contain equal numbers of data points.
The third order polynomials of the each segment can be written as follows:
Xi (λ ) = axiλ 3+bxiλ 2+ cxiλ +dxi (4.29)
Yi (λ ) = ayiλ 3+byiλ 2+ cyiλ +dyi (4.30)
where λ changes from 0 to 1 on each segment. axi, bxi, cxi, dxi and ayi, byi, cyi, dyi are
the coefficients of the ith segment X and Y polynomials, respectively.
In the digital map processing, the determination of the polynomial coefficients is a
constrained linear squares problem. Before solving this problem, the unconstrained
least square problem should be solved. The unconstrained least square problem for
digital map generation can be defined as follows:
xdata = Λnx,uncs (4.31)
ydata = Λny,uncs (4.32)
where
Λ=
 λ¯
3 λ¯ 2 λ¯ 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 0 λ¯ 3 λ¯ 2 λ¯ 1 . . .
...
...
...
...
...
...
... . . .
 (4.33)
nx,uncs =
[
ax1 bx1 cx1 dx1 . . . axm bxm cxm dxm
]T (4.34)
ny,uncs =
[
ay1 by1 cy1 dy1 . . . aym bym cym dym
]T (4.35)
Here λ¯ shows the entire λ array ranging from 0 to 1. Its length equal to the number
of data points in the segment. nx,uncs and ny,uncs contain the best fitted polynomial
coefficients for all m segments.
The solution of the unconstrained least square problem can be given as follows:
nx,uncs =
(
ΛTΛ
)−1ΛT xdata (4.36)
ny,uncs =
(
ΛTΛ
)−1ΛT ydata (4.37)
The unconstrained least square problem solution does not guarantee the continuity and
smoothness at the segment boundaries. To avoid these problems, the below boundary
conditions are added to the unconstrained least square problem solution.
Xi (1) = Xi+1 (0) (4.38)
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Yi (1) = Yi+1 (0) (4.39)
dXi (1)
dλ
=
dXi+1 (0)
dλ
(4.40)
dYi (1)
dλ
=
dYi+1 (0)
dλ
(4.41)
The aforementioned conditions can be written as constraint equations considering the
segment polynomials defined in (4.29) and (4.30):
axi+bxi+ cxi+dxi = dxi+1 (4.42)
ayi+byi+ cyi+dyi = dyi+1 (4.43)
3axi+2bxi+ cxi = cxi+1 (4.44)
3ayi+2byi+ cyi = cyi+1 (4.45)
Using these constraint equations, the unconstrained least square problem can be
reformulated as a constrained least square problem. The constraint equations are
placed on the problem in the form of a matrix equation:
Fnx,cs = 0 (4.46)
Fny,cs = 0 (4.47)
where F matrix is formed to constraint the continuity and smoothness at segment
boundaries. The last rows of the F matrix must provide the continuity and smoothness
between the final and the first segments of the map in order to obtain a closed map. As
an example for four segments digital map (considering each segment is defined using
third order polynomials as shown in (4.29) and (4.30), the F matrix can be written as
follows to form closed digital map:
F =

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 2 1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 0

(4.48)
Finally, the constrained least square problem solution for digital map generation can
be obtained as follows:
nx,cs = nx,uncs−
(
ΛTΛ
)−1
FT
[
F
(
ΛTΛ
)−1
FT
]−1
Fnx,uncs (4.49)
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ny,cs = ny,uncs−
(
ΛTΛ
)−1
FT
[
F
(
ΛTΛ
)−1
FT
]−1
Fny,uncs (4.50)
Figure 4.15 shows a digital map generated from data points. It contains eight segments.
Each segment has equal number of data points. It can be seen from Figure 4.15 that
the boundaries of segments are continuous and smooth.
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Figure 4.15 : A generated digital map using the constrained least square solution.
4.5.2 Lateral deviation and yaw angle error calculations
The desired trajectory for the robust steering control can be described by the generated
digital map. The lateral deviation and yaw angle error of the vehicle for each segment
can be found by comparing the desired trajectory (the generated map) and the vehicle
position in real time.
Assuming that the radius of the curvature for each segment is large compared to the
lateral deviation of the vehicle, the shortest distance from the vehicle to the path is
perpendicular with the path tangent. Using vectorial relation shown in Figure 4.16,
the dot product between the vehicle’s position relative to the path and the slope of the
map should be zero to obtain the shortest distance. This dot product can be written as
follows:
((X (λ )−PE) ,(Y (λ )−PN))
(
X˙ (λ ) ,Y˙ (λ )
)
= 0 (4.51)
where PE and PN denote the vehicle’s east and north position according to the map
coordinate system, respectively.
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Figure 4.16 : Lateral deviation and yaw angle error calculations.
If the polynomial used to define the map segment is nth order, this dot product
polynomial is the order of 2n− 1. The dot product given in (4.51) is solved for
the distance down the segment, λc, which corresponds to the point on the segment
closest to the vehicle. Note that the problem given in (4.51) can be solved for λc by a
polynomial root-finding algorithm such as Matlab’s fzero algorithm.
Once λc is found, it is used to find the distance (the lateral deviation of the vehicle, h)
between vehicle’s CG and the point on the path identified by λc. The lateral deviation
of the vehicle, h can be calculated as follows:
h = ρ
√
(X (λc)−PE)2+(Y (λc)−PN)2 (4.52)
where ρ = sgn
(
~U(3)
)
and
~U = ((X (λc)−PE) ,(Y (λc)−PN) ,0)×
(
X˙ (λc) ,Y˙ (λc) ,0
)
.
The ρ part of (4.52) is used to determine sign of the lateral deviation of h. It is
calculated based on the cross product of the vectors between the vehicle’s position
relative to the path and the slope of the map. The third dimension of this product gives
the direction information of the lateral deviation, h. If h is positive, it means the vehicle
is outer of a closed map and if h is negative, the vehicle is inner of a closed map.
Similarly, the yaw angle of the vehicle can be calculated comparing the yaw angle of
the vehicle and the slope of the path at the point λc.
∆ψ = ψ− Y˙ (λc)
X˙ (λc)
(4.53)
As a result, using the h and ∆ψ , the lateral deviation y at the preview distance ls is
calculated by (4.28) and this signal is fedback to the controller to maintain robust
steering control as shown in Figure 4.14.
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The segment switching is also a problem to be solved in this approach. In order
to determine when the vehicle switches the segment, an added algorithm checks the
distance between the vehicle and the upcoming segment’s boundary, if the distance
is lower than a predefined distance (for example 1 m), it is assumed that the vehicle
switched the segment. Also, it is assumed that the vehicle is always moving forward
to maintain consistency.
4.5.3 Simulation results
The simulation study is performed to test the digital map and GPS measurements
based robust PID steering controller for highly automated driving. In the simulation,
the vehicle mass and the tire-road friction coefficient are taken as 1500 kg and 1,
respectively. The vehicle tries to follow the eight segments desired map with the
constant velocity of 15 m/s. The lateral deviation (h) and the yaw angle error (∆ψ) are
calculated following the procedure given in sub-section 4.5.2. After the determination
of h and ∆ψ , the lateral deviation y at the preview distance ls is calculated using these
variables. Then, y is used in the feedback controller as shown in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.17 shows the desired map and the stroboscopic vehicle trajectory. The vehicle
starts its movement from the point (430 m, 240 m) near the segment 1 with 45 degrees
initial yaw angle. Firstly the vehicle moves to compensate the distance difference from
the segment 1 and then tracks the segment 1 and the upcoming segments successfully.
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Figure 4.17 : Simulation results: desired map and stroboscopic vehicle trajectory.
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Figure 4.18 shows the changes of the segments, the lateral deviation y from the desired
path at the preview distance, vehicle velocity V and the vehicle yaw rate r in the
simulation. The vehicle tracks the segments from one to eight. It is seen that the
lateral deviation at the preview distance is around zero after the settling of the vehicle
to the segment 1. The velocity of the vehicle is kept constant at 15 m/s along the
path successfully by the PI-based cruise controller. Also, the vehicle yaw rate is at
acceptable values during the simulation.
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Figure 4.18 : Simulation results: the changes of important variables.
4.6 Conclusion
A parameter space based robust PID steering controller design for automated steering
was developed and tested in a simulation environment in this chapter. The vehicle
mass, the vehicle velocity and the tire-road friction coefficient were taken as uncertain
parameters in parameter space design. A validated nonlinear model of a mid-sized
sedan was used in the simulations. In the simulations, the vehicle with uncertain
parameters followed the different road curvatures with constant and the time varying
tire-road friction coefficients successfully.
Also, robust PID steering control was performed based on the digital map and GPS
measurements in this chapter. In this control structure, the lateral deviation and the
yaw angle error of the vehicle were calculated differently from the previous one by
comparing the desired trajectory and the vehicle position in real time. The desired
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trajectory (the digital map) was calculated using the constrained least square method.
An eight segments high resolution digital map was tracked by the validated nonlinear
vehicle model successfully. In general, the simulation results showed the success of
the proposed controller in path following.
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5. LATERAL STABILITY CONTROL OF FULLY ELECTRIC VEHICLES
5.1 Introduction
Unexpected yaw disturbances caused by unsymmetrical vehicle perturbations like
extreme maneuvers on severe road conditions, side wind forces, unilateral loss of
tire pressure may result in dangerous lateral motions of a vehicle. Safe driving
requires the driver to react extremely quickly in such dangerous situations. This is
not possible as the driver who can be modelled as a high-gain control system with
dead time overreacts, resulting in instability. Consequently, improvement of vehicle
lateral dynamics by active vehicle control to avoid such catastrophic situations has
been and is continuing to be a subject of active research [7,70,71]. In order to improve
the vehicle lateral stability, yaw stability control systems have been developed and
commercialized for vehicles with internal combustion engines since the middle of the
90’s (see [72, 73] for example).
Different approaches applied to vehicle lateral stability control problem such as
differential braking to generate required stabilizing yaw moment [74], active front
steering via electric power assisted steering or steer-by-wire [29, 75] and active rear
differential systems [76]. Disturbance observer based active front steering control
system to yaw stabilizition is introduced in [30]. On the other hand, hybrid electric and
fully electric vehicles are becoming more popular as fossil fuel resources are declining
and environmental issues are becoming more demanding. As a result, automotive
producers are seeking vehicles powered by alternative energy sources. Consequently,
fully electric vehicles are entering the commercial market in growing numbers and are
currently viewed as the future of automobile technology as they do not directly pollute
the environment. In addition, lateral stability control systems have become mandatory
in most countries for new vehicles. They have to be adapted to fully electric vehicles
that use an electric motor instead of an internal combustion engine for traction. This
chapter of the thesis addresses lateral stability control of fully electric vehicles.
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In the literature, most of the studies on electric vehicle stability control systems are
on four wheel drive (4WD) vehicles using in-wheel motors at the wheels [6, 77].
Four wheel driven systems can provide vehicle stability by using the braking and
acceleration abilities of independent in-wheel electric motors on each wheel [78]. In
contrast to in-wheel motor 4WD electric vehicles, a front wheel driven single motor
electric vehicle is taken into consideration in this thesis. The aim of this chapter is
to introduce two different lateral stability control systems for improving the lateral
stability of a front wheel driven single motor electric vehicle under critical driving
conditions. The purpose of the proposed lateral stability control systems is to follow
the desired side slip angle and yaw rate values successfully, thereby improving the
vehicle’s lateral stability.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Section 5.2, the proposed ILSC
system structure is explained briefly. Then, the subsystems of the ILSC system are
explained in the subsections of Section 5.2 as: desired value generation, corrective
yaw moment calculation based on scheduled LQR control, braking torque distribution
algorithm, electric motor torque reduction algorithm and wheel slip control. In Section
5.3, the proposed RB-LSC system is explained. Also, two different design methods
for the RB-LSC systems are given in the subsections of Section 5.3. In Section 5.4,
different simulation results are given to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control
systems with extreme maneuvers on severe road conditions. Moreover, different lateral
control approaches are compared with each other and with a benchmark controller in
this section. Finally, this chapter ends with conclusions in Section 5.5.
5.2 ILSC System Structure
The proposed ILSC system consists of subsystems such as corrective yaw moment
calculation, braking torque distribution algorithm, wheel slip control and torque
reduction algorithm. The corrective yaw moment calculation is based on a scheduled
LQR controller. The corrective yaw moment actuation is achieved through individual
wheel braking. The braking torque distribution algorithm and wheel slip controls are
also used at the lower control level. The wheel slip controller is a bang-bang controller
where the desired slip ratios are determined based on a scheduled LQR controller.
In addition to the individual braking intervention, electric motor torque reduction is
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applied when the individual braking is not enough to provide lateral stability of the
vehicle.
Figure 5.1 shows the control structure of the proposed ILSC system. The inputs of
the vehicle are front wheel steering angle (δ f ), the tire braking pressures (Pbi) and
the torque reduction command. The outputs of the vehicle are the vehicle side slip
angle (β ), the vehicle yaw rate (r), the vehicle velocity (V ) and individual wheel
angular velocities (ωi). The lateral stability control algorithm needs measurement
or estimation of several vehicle variables. For example, yaw rate and wheel angular
velocities are easily measured using standard sensors. In contrast, vehicle side slip
angle, tire-road friction coefficient and vehicle velocity should be estimated since
the measurement of these variables is not economically feasible for commercial road
vehicles. Several studies on the estimation of the aforementioned vehicle parameters
is available in the literature [79–82].
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Figure 5.1 : The ILSC system structure.
The proposed control system structure is shown in Figure 5.1. In the desired value
generation subsystem, the desired values of the vehicle yaw rate and side slip angle
are calculated based on current values of steering angle and vehicle velocity. The error
values of side slip angle and yaw rate (eβ and er, respectively) are determined by the
help of the supervisor. The supervisor contains threshold value triggers to prevent
the working of the ILSC system when the error of side slip angle and yaw rate are
small. Using the error values of side slip angle and yaw rate, the corrective yaw
moment is calculated and this corrective yaw moment acts on the vehicle through the
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braking torque distribution algorithm. The individual wheel slip controllers are used
for individual wheel braking. In addition to the individual wheel braking intervention,
electric motor torque reduction is applied when the individual braking is not enough to
provide lateral stability of the vehicle.
The details of these actuations and the subsystems are explained in the following
sections.
5.2.1 Desired value generation
The desired vehicle yaw rate can be dynamically determined based on front wheel
steering angle, vehicle longitudinal velocity and vehicle parameters as follows [83] :
rd =
Vxδ f
mVx2(lrCyr−l f Cy f )
2Cy f Cyr(l f+lr)
+
(
l f + lr
) (5.1)
where Vx is the vehicle longitudinal velocity at the CG, δ f is the front wheel steering
angle, m is the total mass of the vehicle (1652 kg), l f is the distance from vehicle CG
to the front axle (1.245 m), lr is the distance from vehicle CG to the rear axle (1.510
m), Cy f is the lateral cornering stiffness for the front wheel (52000 N/rad) and Cyr is
the lateral cornering stiffness for the rear wheel (52000 N/rad).
The aforementioned equation gives suitable desired yaw rate values when the tire-road
friction coefficient is high enough. But in the case of a low friction road surface, the
maximum obtained tire force is not sufficiently high to generate the required lateral
tire forces to obtain the desired yaw rate. Hence, the desired yaw rate must be limited.
Since the lateral acceleration of the vehicle cannot exceed the level allowed by the
maximum tire-road friction coefficient, the desired yaw rate is limited by the following
relation [73, 83]:
|rd| ≤
∣∣0.85µg/Vx∣∣ (5.2)
where µ is the tire-road friction coefficient and g is the gravitational acceleration.
The desired vehicle side slip value is taken as zero (βd = 0). Theoretically, we would
like to have zero side slip angle. This means that the vehicle longitudinal axis is always
aligned with the velocity vector at the center of gravity of the vehicle. However, road
vehicles are physically nonholonomic systems and turning cannot be realized without
any side slippage. The practical aim is to keep the side slip at low values.
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5.2.2 Corrective yaw moment calculation based on scheduled LQR control
The corrective yaw moment calculation is realized based on the single track vehicle
model and LQR optimal control design. The single track model is the simplest vehicle
model that accurately captures lateral dynamics up to 0.3-0.4g of lateral acceleration
and has been validated in many publications (e.g. [9]).
In the single track model, two tires on the same axle are lumped together and this
results in one front and one rear tire sets. Figure 5.2 illustrates the basic parameters of
the single track model.
r  
 f
f
r CG
flrl x
y
Vr
F fF
rV
fV
yV
xV
Figure 5.2 : The single track vehicle (bicycle) model.
The linearized two degrees-of-freedom single track model is given in state space
representation as follows:
x˙ = Ax+Bu (5.3)
where x =
[
β r
]T , u = [ δ f Mz ]T ,
A =

−2(Cyr+Cy f )µ
mV −1+
2(Cyrlr+Cy f l f )µ
mV 2
2(Cyrlr−Cy f l f )µ
J
−2(Cyrlr2+Cy f l f 2)µ
JV
, B =

2Cy f µ
mV 0
2Cy f l f µ
J
µ
J
 .
Here, Mz denotes the corrective yaw moment and J denotes the vehicle moment
of inertia about yaw axis (5392 kgm2). The other parameters have been defined
previously.
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The desired vehicle motion is represented as follows in state space form (see for
ex. [84]):
x˙d = Axd +
[
b11
b21
]
δ f (5.4)
Define an error state between the actual state x and the desired state xd as follows:
e = x− xd (5.5)
Differentiating the error in (5.5) yields the tracking error dynamics:
e˙ = x˙− x˙d = Ae+
[
b12
b22
]
Mz (5.6)
Equation (5.6) describes the dynamic relation between the state tracking deviations
and the corrective yaw moment.
After the determination of the tracking error dynamics, the optimal corrective yaw
moment is calculated as follows:
Mz∗ =−k1 (β −βd)− k2 (r− rd) (5.7)
where the gains k1 and k2 are determined based on LQR optimal control theory by
minimizing the cost function
J =
∞∫
0
[
q1(β −βd)2+q2(r− rd)2
]
dt (5.8)
It is seen from (5.3) that the system matrix A and the input matrix B depend on the
vehicle velocity (V ) and the tire-road friction coefficient (µ). In order to reduce this
dependency, the LQR controller is scheduled with these variables.
Figure 5.3 shows the different regions of the velocity and friction coefficient. The point
marked with a cross within each shaded area in Figure 5.3 shows the calculation point
used. State feedback gains (k1,k2) are calculated for these points and the calculated
(k1,k2) values are used within the shaded area. There are 12 shaded areas in Figure
5.3. These shaded areas are for three regions of friction value discretization chosen as
snowy/icy (µ < 0.45), wet asphalt (0.45≤ µ < 0.85) and dry asphalt (µ ≥ 0.85). Also,
four velocity level discretizations are chosen as low speed (V < 45 km/h), moderate
speed (45 ≤ V < 80 km/h), fast speed (80 ≤ V < 130 km/h) and very fast speed
(V ≥ 130 km/h). These discretizations form the 12 shaded areas in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 : The friction coefficient and velocity discretizations used for calculation
of scheduled LQR gains.
5.2.3 Braking torque distribution algorithm
After the calculation of corrective yaw moment by the scheduled LQR controller, the
braking torque distribution algorithm computes the individual wheel braking torques
that will generate the computed corrective yaw torque. The braking torque distribution
algorithm also determines which wheel will be braked.
Braking torques for individual wheels is calculated using (5.9) and (5.10) for
the vehicle in Figure 5.4 [85]. These equations can be derived using moment
relations between braking force and the corrective yaw moment and also using basic
trigonometric relationships.
For the front wheels, the braking torques are calculated as
TbFL = TbFR =
|Mz|Re f
sin
[
arctan
((
lwF
/
2
)/
l f
)−δ f ]√l f 2+ (lwF/2)2 (5.9)
and for the rear wheels, the braking torques are calculated as
TbRL = TbRR =
|Mz|Re f
sin
[
arctan
((
lwR
/
2
)/
lr
)]√
lr2+
(
lwR
/
2
)2 . (5.10)
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Here, Re f denotes the effective rolling radius of wheels (0.304 m), lwF and lwR are the
front track width (1.510 m) and the rear track width (1.530 m), respectively. The other
parameters have been defined previously.
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Figure 5.4 : Vehicle geometry for the braking torque distribution algorithm.
The main differences of the equations for front and rear wheels arise from the existence
of the front wheel steering angle δ f in (5.9).
Six different cases are identified as seen Table 5.1 and also in Figure 5.5 and are used
in determining which wheel should be braked individually [71, 86]. In Figure 5.5,
the red vehicle (normal path) shows the vehicle’s first uncontrolled situation, and the
green vehicle (dashed path) shows the vehicle’s situation after individual wheel braking
occurs.
Table 5.1 : Different cases for braking torque distribution algorithm.
Case Vehicle yaw rate Desired yaw rate Situation Braking wheel
1 r > 0 rd ≥ 0 rd < r Front Right (FR)
2 r ≥ 0 rd > 0 rd > r Rear Left (RL)
3 r < 0 rd ≥ 0 rd > r Front Left (FL)
4 r > 0 rd < 0 rd < r Front Right (FR)
5 r ≤ 0 rd < 0 rd < r Rear Right (RR)
6 r < 0 rd < 0 rd > r Front Left (FL)
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Figure 5.5 : Different cases for braking torque distribution algorithm.
5.2.4 Electric motor torque reduction algorithm
The vehicle brake system generates limited braking torques due to physical limitations
of the braking system hardware. The calculated yaw moment cannot be generated
through individual braking alone in every situation. In other words, sometimes
individual braking is not enough to realize the required corrective yaw moment. At
these times, electric motor torque reduction is also used in order to achieve the desired
vehicle lateral motion. When electric motor torque reduction is realized, the vehicle
velocity reduces and the required lateral corrective maneuver of the vehicle (desired
vehicle motion) occurs more easily.
For the vehicle in Figure 5.4, the maximum possible corrective yaw moment for the
individual front wheel braking is calculated by the help of (5.9) as
Mz f ,max =
∣∣∣∣Tb f ,maxRe f sin(θ f −δ f )
√(
lwF
/
2
)2
+ l f 2
∣∣∣∣ (5.11)
where θ f = arctan
(
lwF /2
l f
)
.
Similarly, the maximum possible corrective yaw moment is calculated for the
individual rear wheel braking by the help of (5.10) as follows:
Mzr,max =
∣∣∣∣Tbr,maxRe f sinθ f
√(
lwR
/
2
)2
+ lr2
∣∣∣∣ (5.12)
where θr = arctan
(
lwR/2
lr
)
.
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Here, Tb f ,max and Tbr,max denote maximum braking torques for front wheels (3500
Nm) and for rear wheels (1200 Nm), respectively. The other parameters have defined
previously.
These equations are combined with the cases in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.5 to determine
which of the maximum possible corrective yaw moments (Mz f ,max or Mzr,max) should
be considered when the torque reduction algorithm runs. For example, if the cases 1,
3, 4 or 6 occur, Mz f ,max is taken as Mz,max. If cases 2 or 5 occur, Mzr,max is taken as
Mz,max.
The general torque reduction algorithm is written as follows:
Tdriving =

Tmotorout if Mz∗ ≤Mz,max
0 if Mz∗ > Mz,max
(5.13)
where Mz,max = Mz f ,max (for cases 1, 3, 4 or 6) and Mz,max = Mzr,max (for cases 2 or 5).
Mz∗ is the optimal corrective yaw moment calculated based on LQR theory. Tmotorout
is the electric motor torque before the application of torque reduction.
Note that in order to accurately simulate the electric motor dynamic response (i.e. time
delay), a first order transfer function with time constant of 0.1 sec is utilized before the
application of the driving torque reduction to the vehicle.
5.2.5 Wheel slip controller
The calculated braking torques are applied to the vehicle through regulating the wheel
slip ratios. The wheel slip controller here consists of a bang-bang controller, i.e. it
generates a control signal such as 0 or 1. This signal triggers the hydraulic brake
modulation valve which is a solenoid-controlled, fast-acting directional control valve.
As a result, the hydraulic brake actuator generates the individual wheel brake pressure.
Figure 5.6 shows the control structure for wheel slip control. The slip ratios and the
desired slip ratio calculations and the hydraulic brake actuator model will be explained
in the following subsections.
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Figure 5.6 : Wheel slip control system structure.
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5.2.5.1 Slip ratio calculation
During braking, the wheel slip ratio si is defined as
si =
ωiRe f −Vi
Vi
(5.14)
where Vi > ωiRe f and i = FL,FR,RL,RR.
The angular velocities of wheels (ωi) are measured by the ABS wheel speed sensors.
The longitudinal velocities of the wheel centers (Vi) cannot be measured directly.
However, they can be calculated using [87] as follows:
VFL =
√(
Vx− lwF2 r
)2
+
(
Vy+ l f r
)2 cosαFL (5.15)
VFR =
√(
Vx+
lwF
2
r
)2
+
(
Vy+ l f r
)2 cosαFR (5.16)
VRL =
√(
Vx− lwR2 r
)2
+(Vy− lrr)2 cosαRL (5.17)
VRR =
√(
Vx+
lwR
2
r
)2
+(Vy− lrr)2 cosαRR (5.18)
where the tire slip angles αi are
αFL,FR = δ f − arctan
[(
Vy+ l f r
)/(
Vx∓ lwF2 r
)]
,
αRL,RR =−arctan
[
(Vy− lrr)
/(
Vx∓ lwR2 r
)]
.
5.2.5.2 Desired slip ratio calculation based on scheduled LQR control
In order to obtain the desired slip ratios, the modified single track vehicle model can
be written in state space representation as follows [88]:
x˙ = Ax+Bu+Ev (5.19)
where x =
[
β r
]T , u = [ δ f Mz ]T , v = si,
A =

−2(Cyr+Cy f )µ
mV −1+
2(Cyrlr+Cy f l f )µ
mV 2
2(Cyrlr−Cy f l f )µ
J
−2(Cyrlr2+Cy f l f 2)µ
JV
, B =

2Cy f
mV 0
2Cy f l f µ
J
µ
J
, E =
 0
lwRCxiµ
2J
.
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Here, Cxi denotes the longitudinal stiffness for the ith wheel (128000 N). The other
parameters have been defined previously.
Define the error state between the actual state x and the desired state xd as
e = x− xd (5.20)
Differentiating the error in (5.20) yields the tracking error dynamics:
e˙ = x˙− x˙d = Ae+Ev+Axd +Bu (5.21)
Treating the third and fourth terms in (5.21) as disturbances, the LQR control theory is
applied and the desired slip ratios are calculated as
sdi∗ =−k1 (β −βd)− k2 (r− rd) (5.22)
where the gains k1 and k2 are determined based on LQR optimal control that minimizes
the cost function
J =
∞∫
0
[
q1(β −βd)2+q2(r− rd)2
]
dt. (5.23)
The desired slip ratios in (5.22) calculated by the LQR controller are multiplied by
the braking torque conditions in order to ensure the longitudinal slip condition of the
tires. If the braking torque distribution algorithm calculates a braking torque for the
tire, this condition is taken as 1 and the calculated desired slip ratio (sd) is used in the
following slip ratio control loop. If there is no braking calculated by the braking torque
distribution algorithm, this condition is taken as 0. As a result, the desired slip ratio
becomes zero. Since there is no braking in this situation, the absence of longitudinal
slip on tires is plausible. The desired slip ratio is limited by 0.3 in absolute value
(longitudinal slip is negative during braking). Larger values of longitudinal slip may
result in lower lateral tire forces due to the coupling between tire longitudinal and
lateral forces.
5.2.5.3 Hydraulic brake actuator model for calculation of tire brake pressures
The wheel slip controller determines the control signal values depending on the
difference between the slip ratio and the desired slip ratio. After the determination
of the control signal, this signal is used to drive the hydraulic brake actuator. The
hydraulic brake model can be represented as a solenoid controlled valve and actuator.
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A solenoid-flow control valve type actuator is modeled as follows [89]:
P˙bi =

− 1K1i Pbi when selonoid is on.
1
K2i
(Pmas−Pbi) when selonoid is off.
(5.24)
where Pbi is the brake pressure of the ith wheel, Pmas is the master cylinder pressure,
K1i and K2i are the coefficients of the hydraulic brake actuator model for the ith wheel.
In other words, considering the control input u, the brake actuator model can be written
as in (5.25):
P˙bi =− 1K1i Pbi+ui
[
1
K2i
(Pmas−Pbi)+ 1K1i Pbi
]
(5.25)
where the solenoid on/off signal ui is either 1 or 0. According to (5.25), if ui is equal
to 1, the tire brake pressure Pbi increases and if ui is equal to 0, the tire brake pressure
Pbi decreases.
5.3 RB-LSC System Structure
The second approach is based on regenerative braking based lateral stability control.
In this approach, only the electric motor torque is regulated to stabilize the vehicle
behavior according to the error values of side slip angle and yaw rate without individual
braking. The control system is much simpler than the ILSC system. The aim of the
RB-LSC system is to provide vehicle stability in a more economic and simplistic way,
using fewer numbers of sensors and actuators. The RB-LSC system also provides
a measure of lateral stability improvement possible with only drive motor torque
reduction as compared to simultaneous use of torque reduction and individual wheel
braking. Two different RB-LSC structures are presented in the following subsections.
5.3.1 Bang-bang control based algorithm (RB-LSC1)
In the first algorithm, a bang-bang controller is used to regulate electric motor torque
according to the error values of side slip angle and yaw rate. When these values exceed
the predefined limit values, the regenerative braking is performed.
The first algorithm (RB-LSC1) can be written as follows:
Tdriving =

Tb,regen if
∣∣eβ ∣∣≥ eβ ,max and |er| ≥ er,max
Tmotorout otherwise
(5.26)
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5.3.2 PD control based algorithm (RB-LSC2)
Figure 5.7 shows the structure of the PD control based second algorithm. PD controller
is utilized to regulate electric motor torque according to vehicle yaw rate error. In
order to make the algorithm simpler than algorithm 1, only yaw rate error is used in
the feedback loop. Note that yaw rate can be easily measured by sensors. In contrast
with the yaw rate, the side slip angle must be estimated.
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Figure 5.7 : The PD control based algorithm (RB-LSC2) system structure.
A dynamic limiter is used before the calculated torque value is realized by the electric
motor. The upper limit of the dynamic limiter is the driver torque request and the lower
limit is the maximum possible negative torque that can be generated by regenerative
braking. The aim of the dynamic limiter is to prevent maximum torque values which
are not requested by the driver and minimum torque values (maximum negative torque)
that cannot be generated by the regenerative braking.
5.4 Simulations
The proposed lateral control systems were tested through simulations. CarSim and
Matlab/Simulink software were used to carry out the simulations. A realistic, validated
model of a fully electric light commercial vehicle was constructed within the CarSim
environment. ILSC, RB-LSC1 and RB-LSC2 controllers and the hydraulic system
model were constructed in the Simulink environment and connected to the CarSim
vehicle. Exemplary simulations were reported here using this CarSim/Simulink
model to test the effectiveness of the proposed control systems. The ILSC and the
two RB-LSC lateral stability control systems were tested using sine-with-dwell and
fishhook maneuvers on severe road conditions. A benchmark controller called the
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Basic ESC was also used in comparisons. The Basic ESC is a PID based differential
braking lateral stability controller. In this controller, the corrective yaw moment is
calculated using yaw rate error and the calculated moment is applied to the vehicle
via differential braking. Moreover, ILSC and the Basic ESC was tested and compared
each other with NHTSA FMVSS No. 126 standart ESC regulation test. The results are
presented in the following sections.
5.4.1 ILSC system simulation results
Figure 5.8 depicts the simulation results for a sine-with-dwell test in the severe
condition (µ = 0.5). The vehicle begins the motion with the initial velocity of 120
km/h and quarter open (25%) throttle. The uncontrolled vehicle becomes unstable.
However, the ILSC equipped vehicle follows the desired side slip angle and the yaw
rate successfully. The lateral stability of the vehicle was obtained by individual braking
and electric motor torque reduction. The rear left and front right wheels were used for
braking according to the braking torque distribution algorithm. For the ILSC system
equipped vehicle, the wheel velocities do not take zero values. In other words, the
vehicle wheels are not locking up. This shows the effectiveness of the wheel slip
controller. The sine-with-dwell simulation shows that the proposed ILSC system
improved the lateral stability of the vehicle significantly.
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Figure 5.8 : The ILSC system simulation results for sine-with-dwell test (µ = 0.5,
25% of Throttle).
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Figure 5.9 depicts the simulation results for a fishhook test in the severe condition
(µ = 0.6). The vehicle begins the motion with the initial velocity of 100 km/h and
quarter open (25%) throttle. After a short duration of steering input, the uncontrolled
vehicle shows an unstable behaviour. In contrast with the uncontrolled vehicle, the
ILSC equipped vehicle follows the desired side slip angle and the yaw rate successfully.
These simulation results show that the proposed ILSC system improves the vehicle
lateral stability significantly.
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Figure 5.9 : The ILSC system simulation results for fishhook test (µ = 0.6, 25% of
Throttle).
5.4.2 RB-LSC system simulation results
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the simulation results which are obtained for
sine-with-dwell and fishhook tests, respectively, when the RB-LSC1 system is used.
The simulation conditions are the same as in the previous ILSC system tests. It is
known that the uncontrolled vehicle becomes unstable for these tests (see Figures 5.8
and 5.9). The lateral stability of the vehicle was realized using the proposed RB-LSC1
system. In other words, the vehicle yaw rate and the vehicle side slip angle are bounded
and they do not diverge from their desired values. Besides it must be mentioned that the
tracking performance of the RB-LSC1 system is worse than that of the ILSC system,
but the RB-LSC1 system is a simpler system with fewer number of sensors, estimators
and actuators.
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Table 5.2 shows the comparison of the proposed systems according to the sensors,
estimators and actuators used in these systems. ILSC system employed six elements
in total. It is three more than RB-LSC1 and four more than RB-LSC2. This is an
advantage for the RB-LSC systems.
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Figure 5.10 : The RB-LSC1 system simulation results for sine-with-dwell test (µ =
0.5, 25% of Throttle).
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Figure 5.11 : The RB-LSC1 system simulation results for fishhook test (µ = 0.6, 25%
of Throttle).
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the simulation results which are obtained for
sine-with-dwell and fishhook tests respectively when the RB-LSC2 system is used.
The RB-LSC2 system equipped vehicle shows stable lateral behaviour. The vehicle
yaw rate and the vehicle side slip angle do not diverge from their desired values.
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Table 5.2 : Comparison of the ILSC and RB-LSC systems according to the sensor,
estimator and actuator usage.
Sensor / Estimator / Actuator ILSC RB-LSC1 RB-LSC2
Yaw rate sensor + + +
Steering wheel sensor + − −
Side slip estimator + + −
Vehicle speed estimator + − −
Individual braking actuator + − −
Electric motor torque reduction/regulation + + +
The tracking performance of the RB-LSC2 system is similar to that of the RB-LSC1
system. However, the RB-LSC2 algorithm utilizes only the yaw rate error for the
feedback control and it does not need the side slip error for the feedback control. This
is an advantage for the RB-LSC2 system.
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Figure 5.12 : The RB-LSC2 system simulation results for sine-with-dwell test (µ =
0.5, 25% of Throttle).
The aforementioned control systems and uncontrolled case are compared each other
numerically using error values. The error values are calculated using the below
equation:
error =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
|actual_value(i)−desired_value(i)| (5.27)
where n shows the number of data points. Error calculations are performed for the
yaw rate and the side slip angle which are the most important indicators of lateral
stability of the vehicle. The calculated error values are shown in Table 5.3. According
to the results, the minimum errors of yaw rate and side slip angle are obtained by ILSC
system both for the sine-with-dwell and the fishhook maneuvers. Basic ESC system is
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Figure 5.13 : The RB-LSC2 system simulation results for fishhook test (µ = 0.6, 25%
of Throttle).
better than RB-LSC1 for both maneuvers. According to the yaw rate error, Basic ESC
is more preferred than RB-LSC2, but RB-LSC2 is slightly better than Basic ESC for
the side slip error. Moreover, RB-LSC2 shows improved performance than RB-LSC1
by means of yaw rate and side slip errors.
Table 5.3 : Comparison of the proposed systems according to the error values.
Sine-with-dwell maneuver Fishhook maneuver
Yaw rate error Side slip error Yaw rate error Side slip error
[rad/sec] [rad] [rad/sec] [rad]
No Control 0.1871 0.3934 0.1028 0.2349
Basic ESC 0.0181 0.0080 0.0252 0.0187
ILSC 0.0110 0.0050 0.0169 0.0153
RB-LSC1 0.0217 0.0156 0.0524 0.0228
RB-LSC2 0.0219 0.0060 0.0287 0.0157
The stroboscopic plots for the sine-with-dwell and the fishhook maneuvers are depicted
in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, respectively. The trajectory of the vehicles can be seen
from these plots. It is seen that the controlled vehicles follows the trajectory but the
uncontrolled vehicle shows the unstable behaviour.
5.4.3 FMVSS No. 126 test simulation results
The standart NHTSA FMVSS No. 126 ESC regulation test is performed for all
aforementioned control systems. In this test, 0.7 Hz sine-with-dwell maneuver is used.
Steering is initiated at vehicle velocity of 80.5 km/h. Two series of tests are carried out
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Figure 5.14 : Stroboscopic plots for sine-with-dwell maneuver.
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Figure 5.15 : Stroboscopic plots for fishhook maneuver.
with left-right and with right-left steering maneuver. Each series of tests begins with a
test run with a moderate steering wheel angle. The steering wheel angle is increased
from run to run in a series until a termination criterion is reached. More information
about this test can be found in [90]. The Basic ESC and ILSC systems passed the
FMVSS No. 126 test. The results are shown in Figure 5.16 for yaw rate, side slip angle,
peak yaw rate and lateral acceleration. The numerical values are given in Table 5.4 for
comparison of the Basic ESC and ILSC systems. According to the values in Table
5.4, ILSC system equipped shows less yaw rate, side slip angle and lateral acceleration
values than the Basic ESC equipped vehicle while passing the FMVSS No. 126 test.
Therefore, it can be stated that the stability performance of the ILSC equipped vehicle
is better than the Basic ESC equipped vehicle according to the FMVSS No. 126 test.
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Figure 5.16 : The Basic ESC and the ILSC system simulation results for FMVSS No.
126 test.
Table 5.4 : Comparison of the Basic ESC and ILSC systems according to FMVSS No.
126 test.
Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
yaw rate yaw rate side slip side slip lateral acc. lateral acc.
[rad/sec] [rad/sec] [rad] [rad] [g] [g]
Basic ESC -0.5715 0.5710 -0.0646 0.0667 -0.9111 0.9035
ILSC -0.4797 0.4793 -0.0445 0.0403 -0.8555 0.8672
RB-LSC systems did not pass the FMVSS No. 126 test. However, these systems can be
still used as cheaper alternative support systems in order to correct the yaw dynamics
of vehicles not equipped with ESC in a limited manner. The results given in Figures
5.10 - 5.13 show that they can at least stabilize the unstable vehicle dynamics. Also, the
application of these systems to the vehicle can be easily realized, only electric motor
torque control is sufficient for implementing these control systems.
5.5 Conclusion
The ILSC and RB-LSC systems were presented in this chapter to improve the lateral
stability of a fully electric vehicle. The effectiveness of the proposed control systems
have been verified through realistic CarSim simulations using a validated model of a
fully electric light vehicle. Several simulation studies were carried out. In the first
test, a sine-with-dwell maneuver was performed and in the second test, a fishhook
test was carried out for evaluating the proposed control systems. According to
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these simulations, it was shown that the lateral stability of the electric vehicle was
significantly improved by the proposed ILSC system. The ILSC system results were
better than the Basic ESC system according to the error value comparisons. Also,
unstable vehicle behaviour was stabilized using the much simpler RB-LSC approaches.
It was seen that RB-LSC can be used to stabilize the vehicle unstable behaviour albeit
its relatively poor performance as compared to the ILSC system. As a third test, the
FMVSS No. 126 performance of ILSC and the Basic ESC was compared. Although
both of them passed the test, ILSC system equipped vehicle showed better performance
by means of obtained yaw rate, side slip angle and lateral acceleration.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis presents the discussion on advanced control methods for ground vehicles.
The design of control systems for automotive applications is one of the most important
application areas of advanced control systems theory. The four important vehicle
control problems were investigated in this thesis from different perspectives. In
general, the parameter space approach based robust control and disturbance observer
based control systems were used as solution methodology for the vehicle control
problems which include uncertain parameters, unmodeled dynamics and time delays.
In Chapter 2, the parameter space approach based robust control methodology was
applied DC motor speed control. The tracking and disturbance rejection properties
of the proposed robust PI control system were improved by using add-on disturbance
observer. The disturbance observer design performed based on the stability robustness
of the overall system. The improvement of the system response in terms of
tracking performance and disturbance rejection was demonstrated by the simulations
and experiments. Three different experiments were conducted in order to test the
proposed control scheme: trajectory tracking experiment, step disturbance rejection
experiment and ramp disturbance rejection experiment. The robust PI plus disturbance
observer system showed better performances for all the experiments. The main
contribution of this chapter is providing step-by-step robust controller design based on
the parameter space and the disturbance observer based control approaches considering
the multi-objective design requirements such as Hurwitz stability, D-stability, phase
margin boundary and frequency domain specifications.
In Chapter 3, the time delay problems in automotive control applications were
investigated. Communication disturbance observer approach based compensation of
the time delay in plants was introduced. A novel robust stability condition for the
cases of constant and time varying delay was established. This condition can be used to
design robustly stable communication disturbance observer based delay compensation
systems. The vehicle yaw stability control problem over CAN bus, which suffers from
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time varying delay, was discussed. Communication disturbance observer approach
was used to compensate the network-induced delays in vehicle yaw stability control
over CAN bus. Using the proposed robust stability condition, the communication
disturbance observer designed and first-time applied to an automotive control problem
(the vehicle yaw stability control problem over CAN bus). It was seen that the time
varying delay causes instability in the case of only PI control but in the case of add-on
communication disturbance observer, the vehicle becomes stable and also the yaw rate
of the vehicle follows the desired yaw rate successfully.
In Chapter 4, the problem of the robust automatic steering control for autonomous
vehicles was discussed. The parameter space approach based robust PID control design
satisfying D-stability requirements was applied to the problem. A validated nonlinear
vehicle model was employed for the test of the designed controller. Two specific
example tests were carried out. Then robust steering control of the automated vehicle
was realized based on digital map and GPS measurements which determine the vehicle
position according to the global coordinates. This methodology is different from the
previous one. The lateral deviation and the yaw angle error of the vehicle are calculated
by comparing the desired trajectory (the generated map) and the vehicle position in real
time. High resolution digital map was generated by the solution of the constrained least
square problem. An eight segments desired trajectory was followed successfully by the
vehicle using the proposed algorithm. The main contribution of this chapter is using the
designed robust steering controller together with the lateral deviation and the yaw angle
error calculation algorithm in real time. The error calculation algorithm generates the
required feedback signal (the lateral deviation of the vehicle at the preview distance)
to the robust steering control system and the vehicle tracks the desired trajectory (the
generated map) by using this lateral deviation information.
In Chapter 5, the lateral stability control problem of a fully electric vehicle was
examined. Two novel control system structures were proposed to follow the desired
vehicle side slip angle and vehicle yaw rate values successfully, thereby improving
vehicle’s lateral stability. The proposed first method -ILSC- is based on corrective yaw
moment calculation, braking torque distribution and electric motor torque reduction.
The proposed second method -RB-LSC- uses electric motor torque regulation to
provide lateral stability of the vehicle without individual braking intervention. Two
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different RB-LSC algorithms were proposed: bang-bang control based algorithm
(RB-LSC1) and PD control based algorithm (RB-LSC2). Also, a benchmark controller
-the Basic ESC- was developed for the comparison of the proposed controllers. Two
specific tests (the sine-with-dwell and the fishhook tests) were carried out to analyze
the designed controllers. Error calculations were performed for the yaw rate and
the side slip angle which are the most important indicators of the lateral stability of
the vehicle. According to the results, the minimum errors of yaw rate and side slip
angle were obtained by the proposed ILSC system both for the sine-with-dwell and
the fishhook tests. Also, the standard ESC regulation test (FMVSS No. 126) was
performed. The Basic ESC and ILSC systems were passed the FMVSS No. 126
test. RB-LSC systems did not pass the system. However, it was determined that these
systems can be used as cheaper alternative support systems in a limited manner.
There are many potential extensions to the work presented in this thesis. Possible
future extensions of this study include investigating usage of different kind of
filters in disturbance observer design such as fractional order filters; application of
communication disturbance observer to the different automotive control problems such
as cooperative adaptive cruise control; expanding lateral deviation and the yaw angle
error calculation algorithm in robust steering control system to work in the case of
unavailable GPS signals; and usage of different control methods such as robust H∞
control in the lateral stability control of fully electric vehicles.
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